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SECRETARY OF STATE 
KEVIN SHELLEY 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
October 6,2003 





SUBJECT: Initiative #1005 
RECE IVED 
OCT 1 IJ ,:u03 
Pursuant to Elections Code section 9002, we transmit herewith a copy of the Title and 
Summary prepared by the Attorney General on a proposed initiative measure entitled: 
ELECTIONS. PRIMARIES. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
The proponents of the above-named measure are: 
Nick Tobey 
Susan Riegel Harding 
George David Kieffer 
clo Peter A. Bagatelos, 
Bagatelos Law Firm 
380 West Portal Avenue, Suite F 
San Francisco, CA 94127 
(415) 242-8830 
clo Barry F adem 
Law Office of F adem & Associates 
3527 Mt. Diablo Blvd. #192 
Lafayette, CA 94549 
(925) 283-0581 
ELECTIONS DlVISION 
1500 11TH STREET - 51ll FLOOR . SACRAMENTO, CA 95814. (916) 657-21 66 . ~'W\V.SS.CA.GOV 
OTHER PROGRAMS: STATE ARCHIVES, IlUSINESS PROGRAMS, INfORMATION TECHNOLOGY, EXECUTIVE Offi CE, GOLDEN STATE 
MUSEUM, MAN AGEMENT SERVICES, SAfE AT HOME, DOMESTIC PARTNERS REGISTRY, NOTARY PUBLIC, POLlTIC'\L REFOR.M 
#1005 
ELECTIONS. PRIMARIES. 
INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
CIRCULATING AND FILING SCHEDULE 
1. Minimum number of signatures required: .................................................. 598,105 
California Constitution, Article II, Section 8(b) 
2. Official Summary Date: ................................................................. Monday, 10/06/03 
3. Petitions Sections: 
a. First day Proponent can circulate Sections for 
signatures (EC §336) ............................................................ Monday, 10/06/03 
b. Last day Proponent can circulate and file 
with the county. All sections are to be filed at the 
same time within each county (EC §336, 9030(a» ............. Thursday, 03/04/04 
c. Last day for county to determine total number of 
signatures affixed to petitions and to transmit total 
to the Secretary of State (EC §9030(b» ............................... Tuesday, 03/16/04 
(If the Proponent files the petition with the county on a date prior to 03/04/04, 
the county has eight working days from the filing of the petition to determine the 
total number of signatures affixed to the petition and to transmit the total to the 
Secretary of State) (EC §9030(b». 
d. Secretary of State determines whether the total number 
of signatures filed with all county clerks/registrars of 
voters meets the minimum number of required signatures, 
and notifies the counties .................................................... Thursday, 03/25/04* 
e. Last day for county to determine total number of qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State 
(EC §9030(d)(e» ..................................................................... Friday, 05/07/04 
*Date varies based on the date of county receipt of verification. 
INITIATIVE #1005 
Circulating and Filing Schedule continued: 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who signed the petition on a date other than 03/25/04, the last 
day is no later than the thirtieth day after the county's receipt of notification). 
(EC §9030(d)(e». 
f. If the signature count is more than 657,916 or less than 
568,200 then the Secretary of State certifies the petition as 
qualified or failed, and notifies the counties. If the signature 
count is between 568,200 and 657,916 inclusive, then the 
Secretary of State notifies the counties using the random 
sampling technique to determine the validity of all 
signatures (EC §9030(f)(g); 9031 (a» .................................. Monday, 05/17/04* 
g. Last day for county to determine actual number of all qualified 
voters who signed the petition, and to transmit certificate 
with a blank copy of the petition to the Secretary of State. 
(EC §9031 (b)(c» .................................................................. Tuesday, 06/29/04 
(If the Secretary of State notifies the county to determine the number of 
qualified voters who have signed the petition on a date other than 05/17/04, 
the last day is no later than the thirtieth working day after the county's receipt 
of notification) 
(EC §9031 (b)(c». 
h. Secretary of State certifies whether the petition has been 
signed by the number of qualified voters required to declare 
the petition sufficient (EC §9031 (d); 9033) ......................... Saturday, 07/03/04* 
*Oate varies based on receipt of county certification. 
IMPORTANT POINTS 
• California law prohibits the use of signatures, names and addresses gathered 
on initiative petitions for any purpose other than to qualify the initiative measure 
for the ballot. This means that the petitions cannot be used to create or add to 
mailing lists or similar lists for any purpose, including fundraising or requests for 
support. Any such misuses constitutes a crime under California law. Elections 
Code section 18650; Bilofsky v. Deukmejian (1981) 124 Cal. App. 3d 825, 177 
Cal. Rptr. 621; 63 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 37 (1980). 
• Please r~fer to Elections Code sections 100,101,104,9001, 9008, 9009, 9021, 
and 9022 for appropriate format and type consideration in printing, typing and 
otherwise preparing your initiative petition for circulation and signatures. 
Please send a copy of the petition after you have it printed. This copy is not for 
our review or approval, but to supplement our file. 
• Your attention is directed to the campaign disclosure requirements of the 
Political Reform Act of 1974, Government Code section 81000 et seq. 
• When writing or calling state or county elections officials, provide the official title 
of the initiative which was prepared by the Attorney General. Use of this title 
wi" assist elections officials in referencing the proper file. 
• When a petition is presented to the county elections official for filing by 
someone other than the proponent, the required authorization shall include the 
name or names of the persons filing the petition. 
• When filing the petition with the county elections official, please provide a blank 





Secretary of State 
1500 - 11 th Street, 5th Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 
State of California 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
October 6, 2003 
1300 1 STREET. SUITE 125 
P.O. BOX 944255 
SACRAMENTO, CA 94244-2550 
Public: (916) 445-9555 
Facsimile: (916) 324-8835 
Phone: (916) 324-5490 
FILED 
in the office of the Secretary of State 
of the State of California 
OCT 0 6 2003 
KEVIN SHELLEY, Secretary of State 
By t'l0u1J1(11 {Alb mtAU 
Deputy Secretary of State 
RE: 
SUBJECT: 
Initiative Title and Summary 
ELECTIONS. PRIMARIES. 
FILENO: 
INITIA TIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND STATUTE. 
SA2003RF0031, Arndt. #l-S 
Dear Mr. Shelley: 
Pursuant to the provisions of sections 9004 and 336 of the Elections Code, you are 
hereby notified that on this day we mailed our title and summary to the proponents of the above-
identified proposed initiative. 
Enclosed is a copy of our transmittal1etter to the proponents, a copy of our title and 
summary, a declaration of service thereof, and a copy of the proposed measure. 
According to infonnation available in our records, the names and addresses of the 







For BILL LOCKYER 
Attorney General 
Date: October 6, 2003 
File No.: SA2003RF0031, 
Arndt. #1-S 
The Attorney General of California has prepared the following title and summary of the chief 
purpose and points of the proposed measure: 
ELECTIONS. PRIMARIES. INITIATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT AND 
STA TOTE. Requires primary elections in which voters may vote for any state or federal 
candidate regardless of party registration. Exempts presidential nominations arid elections of 
party central committees, in which only registered party members may vote unless party 
otherwise permits. Only the two primary-election candidates with most votes for an office, 
whether or not members of same party, would be listed on general election ballot; however, 
candidate receiving majority vote in special primary election is elected. Requires party's consent 
to allow identification of candidates' party registration on ballot and other official election 
pUblications. Summary of estimate by Legislative Analyst and Director of Finance of fiscal 
impact on state and local governments: Measure would result in no significant net fiscal effect 
on state or local governments. 
SIl~oo3tFDoal, 
~T,#I-S 
CALIFORNIANS FOR AN OPEN PRIMARY 
August 13, 2003 
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
The Honorable Bill Lockyer 
Attorney General of the State of California 
do Tricia Knight, Initiative Coordinator 
1300 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
. Re: Request for Title and Summary - Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statute 
Dear Attorney General Lockyer: 
We, Nick Tobey, Susan Riegel Harding, and George David Kieffer, are the three 
proponents of a proposed measure entitled the "Voter Choice Open Primary.,Act." We 
previously submitted our original measure to you under cover Jetter dated August 5, 2003. We 
have since made some substantive amendments to our prior version and have attached a copy of 
the revised proposed measure. This current revised version supersedes the prior version. 
Pursuant to Article n, Section 1 O( d) of the Constitution of the State of California and Section 
9002 of the California Elections Code, we request that a title and summary be prepared for the 
attached proposed measure. We understand that we are entitled to file this submission under a 
15-day window and it is covered by the check for $200 we previously submitted. 
We are each registered voters of California. Our addresses, as registered to vote, are set 
forth on an attachment page hereto. We each request that the addresses be used to veri1)r our 
status as registered voters, but otherwise be kept confidential pursuant to your policy. We each 
have signed and attached hereto a Declaration required pursuant to Elections Code Section 9608. 
You are hereby authorized to direct all inquiries or correspondence relative to this 
proposed measure to our attorneys, as follows: 
1. Peter A. BagateJos,Bagatelos Law Firm, 380 West Portal Avenue, Suite F, 
San Francisco, CA 94127. Telephone: 415-242-8830. Fax: 415-242-8838. 
Email: PABLawyer@aol.com 
2. Barry Fadem, Law Office of Fadem & Associates, 3527 Mt. Diablo Blvd., 
#192, Lafayette, CA 94549. Telephone: 925-283-0581. Fax: 925-871-4016. 
Email: Bfademl@aol.com 
Thank you for your assistance. 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Name: Nicholas Tobey 




































DECLARATION PURSUANT TO ELECTIONS CODE SECTION 9608 
I, Nicholas Tobey , acknowledge that it is a misdemeanor 
under state law (Section 18650 of the Elections Code) to knowingly or willfully 
allow the signatures on an initiative petition to be used for any purpose other than 
qualification of the proposed measure for the ballot. I certify that I will not 
knowingly or willfully allow the signatures for this initiative to be used for any 
purpose other than qualification of the measure for the ballot. . : 
Dated this 12th day of August , 20~ 
I 
INITIATIVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
SA;I.oo3tFlJt)a~ 
A I"oT. -:II I-S· 
DECLARATION PURSUANT TO ELECTIONS CODE SECTION 9608 
I, _~_\1_san __ ' _1~:....'_e,..-\-...1.-____ -\--' acknowledge that it is a misdemeanor 
under state law ( ion 18650 of the actions Code) to knowingly or willfully 
allow the signatures on an initiative . Ion to be used for any purpose other than 
qualification of the proposed measure for the ballot. I certify that I will not 
knowingly or willfully allow the signatures for this initiative to be used for any 
purpOse other than qualification of the measure for the ballot. 
(Signature of Proponent) 
Dated this 12th day of August ,2003 
~CE'V~ 
AUG 1 ~ 2003 
INITlATlVE COORDINATOR 
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE 
SIlf),003U'D03'J 
/l/ll6r.=-- 1-'.5 
DECLARATION PURSUANT TO ELECTIONS CODE SECTION 9608 
I, George Davj d . Kj effer , acknowledge that it is a misdemeanor 
under state law (Section 18650 of the Elections Code) to knowingly or willfully 
a/Jow the signatures on an initiative petition to be used for any purpose other than 
qualification of the proposed meE~ure lQJ the ballot. 1 certify that I will not 
knowingly- or willfully allow the sIgnatures for this initiative to be used for any . 
purpose other than qualification of the measure for the ballot. 
~CE/~~ 
. AUG 1 ~ 2003 
Dated this 12th day of August. 2003 INfTlAllVE COORDINATOR . ATTORNEY GENER,AL'S mICE 
Slld0a3~FOO3~ 
/lMIir. ~/-S 
This measure amends a section of the California Constitution and adds to, deletes and amends 
sections of the Elections Code. Existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed in strikeout 
type and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in bold underlined italic type to 
indicate they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
VOTER CHOICE OPEN PRIMARY ACT 
SECfION 1. > Title. 
This measure shall be known and may be cited as the "Voter Choice Open Primary Act.» 
SECfION2. Findings and Declarations. 
The people of the State of California hereby find and declare all of the following: 
(a) The current system of primaries in California limits voters' choices, and has resulted 
in a steady decline in voter participation in this state. 
(b) The "Voter Choice Open Primary Act"will establish an election system in California 
that will allow all voters to vote for state elected offices and federal elected offices on a primary 
election ballot regardless of the party registration of the candidates or the voters. 
(c) A voter choice open primary will ensure California voters more choice, greater 
participation, increased priva~, and a sense of fairness without burdening political parties' 
constitutional rights. Encouraging California citizens to vote is a legitimate and essential 
objective of this State, and will preserve constitutional order by ensuring a strong, participatory 
democratic process. 
(d) A voter choice open primary will permit California voters to select the candidate they 
most prefer, regardless of the candidate's party registration. This type of primary will result in 
more competitive election contests in which candidates will be able to take positions on a wide 
range of issues. 
(e) A voter choice open primary will give California voters a real choice. They will be 
able to vote for any candidate for any voter-nominated office in the primary election, and will 
not be limited to voting only for those candidates of the party, if any, with which the candidates 
are registered. 
(f) A voter choice open primary will guarantee competition in the general election. 
California voters will be given two competitive choices in the general election, involving greater 
voter participation than in the primary election. This will replace the current system in which the 
political parties protect incumbents through reapportionment plans, making over 90% of all State 
legislative and Congressional seats safe for incumbents or candidates of one or the other of the 
major parties. 
(g) A voter choice open primary will result in greater voter participation. By allowing 
voters complete freedom of choice among many candidates for office, regardless of the 
candidates' party registration, a voter choice open primary will encourage increased voter 
participation. In addition, some two million voters who have chosen not to register with a party, 
1 
comprising some 15 percent of all California voters, will have a chance to participate fuIly in the 
voter choice open primary. 
(h) A voter choice open primary will result in a greater number of candidates running for 
state elected offices and federal elected offices. Candidates who are not registered with a 
political party will now be able to compete in primary elections. 
(i) A voter choice open primary wilI preserve the right of California's political parties to 
endorse candidates for voter-nominated offices by any method selected by the parties. 
(j) A voter choice open primary will not infiinge on the constitutional rights of political 
parties. California political parties wiIl continue to decide whether non-party members: (i) may 
participate in the selection of delegates to a national political party convention at which a 
nominee for President is chosen; or (ii) may participate in the selection of members of political 
party county central committees; or both. 
(k) A voter choice open primary will not affect the power of the legislature to alter 
existing Jaw governing the means by which political parties select delegates to national political 
party conventions at which a party nominee for President is chosen or elect or select members of 
political party state and county central committees, or both. 
(I) A political party will have the right to determine whether or not the voter registration 
status of candidates registered as voters with that particular political party will be included on the 
ballot, sample baUot, voter pamphlet, and other related election materials intended for 
distribution to the voters. 
SECIlON3. Purpose and Intent. 
The people of the State of California hereby declare their purpose and intent in enacting the 
"Voter Choice Open Primary Act" to be as follows: 
(a) To amend the current primary election system in California, which limits voters' 
choices and has resulted in a steady decline in voter participation in this state. 
(b) To establish an election system that allows all California voters to vote for candidates 
for state elected offices and federal elected offices on a primary election ballot, regardless of the 
party registration, if any, of the candidates or the voters. 
(c) To ensure California voters more choice, greater participation, increased privacy, and 
a sense offairness, without burdening political parties' constitutional rights. 
(d) To increase voter participation by alJowing California voters complete freedom of 
choice to select their most preferred candidate, regardless of his or her party registration. 
(e) To give California voters a real choice by allowing them to vote for any candidate for 
any voter-nominated office in the primary election. 
(f) To increase competition in the general election by giving California voters two 
competitive choices in the general election where some two to four miIlion additional voters vote 
than in the primary election. 
(g) To allow some two million California voters who have chosen not to register with a 
political party the chance to participate fuUy in a voter choice open primary. 
(h) To encourage a greater number of candidates to run for voter-nominated offices. 
(i) To preserve the right of California's political parties to endorse candidates for voter-
nominated offices and to decide whether non-party members may participate in the selection of a 
party's Presidential delegates or party county central committee members, or both. 
2 
G) To protect the constitutional rights of political parties. 
(k) To retain existing law and the power of the Legislature to alter existing law governing 
the means by which political parties select delegates to national political party conventions or 
elect or select members of political party state and county central committees, or both. 
(I) To give each qualified political party the right to determine whether the voter 
registration status of candidates registered with the party will be included on the ballot and other 
related election materials intended for distnbution to the voters. 
SECTION 4. 
to read: 
Article II, Section 5 of tbe California Constitution is bereby amended 
(a) The State of Cali(ornia shaH hold a voter choice open primary election (or the 
offices specified in subsections (el and ffl. 
(h) A voter choice open primary is a direct or special primary election in which each 
voter. whether registered or not registered with a political PW. may vote (or any qualified 
candidate. including qualified write-in candidates. (or each office (or which the voter is 
eligible to vote in the voter's respective political subdivision. 
(c) All candidates shall be listed on a single voter choice open primary ballot The 
candidates, regardless ofpW registration. including candidates registered with no party, who 
are the top two vote getters (or each office, shall be listed on the general election ballot 
(d) In special elections, all candidates shall be listed on a single special voter choice 
open primary ballot If one candidate receives a majority of the votes on the special voter 
choice open primary ballot. that candidate shall be declared elected. Ifno candidate receives a 
majority of the votes on the special voter choice open primary ballot, the candidates, regardless 
of party registration, including candidates registered with no party, who are the top two vote 
getters (or each office shall be listed on the special general election ballot 
(el The state elected offices in a voter choice open primary election shall include the 
offices of Governor. Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General. Insurance Commissioner. 
Controller, Secretary of State, Treasurer, Member of the State Legislature, and Member of the 
Board of Equalization. 
m The federal elected offices in a voter choice open primary election shall include the 
offices of Member of the United States House of Representatives and Member of the United 
States Senate. 
{g! The Legislature shall provide for primary elections on a ballot separate from the voter 
choice open primary ballot for partisan offiees delegates to a national political Partv 
convention at which a nominee (or President is chosen. including an open presidential primary 
whereby the candidates on the ballot are those found by the Secretary of State to be recognized 
candidates throughout the nation or throughout California for the office of President of the 
United States, and those whose names are placed on the ballot by petition, but excluding any 
candidate who has withdrawn by filing an affidavit of noncandidacy. 
(hI Nothing in this section shall be construed to alter the law governing recall 
elections. 
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SECflON5. Section 13 of the Ejections Code is amended to read: 
13. (a) No person shall be considered a legally qualified candidate for any offict;. or party 
nomination for a partisan voter-nominated office. or (or a political party position under the laws 
of this state unless that person has filed a declaration of candidacy or statement of write-in 
candidacy with the proper official for the particular election or primary, or is entitled to have his 
or her name placed on a general election ballot by reason of having been nominated at a primary 
election, or having been selected to fill a vacancy on the general election ballot as provided in 
Section 8806, or having been selected as an independent candidate (or presidential elector 
pursuant to Section 8304 Part 2 (commencing with Section 8300) o(Division 8. 
(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing or prohibiting any qualified 
voter of this state from casting a ballot for any person by writing the name of that person on the 
ballot, or from having that ballot counted or tabulated, nor shall any provision of this section be 
construed as preventing or prohibi.ting any person from standing or campaigning for any elective 
office by means of a "write-in" cati1paign. However, nothing in this section shall be construed as 
an exception to the requirements of Section ~ 15341. 
(c) It is the intent of the Legislature, in enacting this section, to enable the Federal 
Communications Commission to determine who is a "legally qualified candidate" in this state for 
the purposes of administering Section 315 of Title 47 of the United States Code. 
SECflON6. Section 322.5 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
322.5. uFederal elected office" means any federal office in the Congress o(the United States 
of America that is filled by the voters at an election. including specifically members o(the 
House o( Representatives and o( the United States Senate. Members o( the House of 
Representatives and o( the United States Senate shall be considered voter-nominated offices. 
The offices o( President and Vice President o( the United States. (or which candidates are 
chosen through the process o( both OJ voters electing. at a direct Presidential pri1tUl!)1 
election. delegates to a national political party convention at which a nominee (or President is 
chosen and (2j the convening o( the electoral college subsequent to the national general 
Presidential election. shall not be considered to be federal elected offices. 
SECflON7. Section 323 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
323. "Federal election" means any presidential election, general election, primary election, or 
special election held solely or in part for the purpose of selecting, nominating, or electing:: any 
candidate for the office of President, Vice President; presidential elector, Member of the United 
States Senate, Of Member of the United States House of Representatives 
(aj in any year which is evenly divisible by the number (our. any candidate (or 
President or Vice President 0) whom delegates to a national political party convention choose 
as their nominee or (21 who may be selected by the electoral college sYstem; or 
fbI any candidate (or federal elected office (or the Congress of the United States. 
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SECTION 8. Section 334 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
334. "Nonpartisan office" means an the office for which no party may nominate a candidate. 
of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and {iudicial, school, county, and municipal 
offices are nonpartiSftfl offices. Nonpartisan office also means offices not otherwise defined in 
Sections 322.5 and 356.5. Nonpartisan office shall not mean any political party position as 
defined in Section 338. 
SECTION 9. Section 334.5 of the Ejections Code is added to read: 
3J.f.5. "No party" means a voter who indicates on his or her affidavit of registration that he 
or she does not designate a political party when registering to vote. The term "no party" shall 
also mean the status of any person registered as a voter, or who mar register as a voter. with 
the designated category of "decline to state" a political party on his or her affidavit of 
registration. as described in Section 2151&). The designation of "decline to state" shall 
include any person who registers as "no party" on his orher affidavit of registration. Any 
person who is a candidate with the designation of "no party" on the ballot shall be considered 
an officeholder independent of any political PW once elected to office and at all times during 
which such person maintains his or her Iino PW" registration status while serving as the 
officeholder. 
SECTION 10. Section 337 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
337. "Party ballot" means a ballot (or a partiCUlar political party. as defined in Section 
337.5. on which shall be listed either or both of the (ollowing: 
(a) In any year which is evenly divisible by the number (our. the names of candidates 
(or President from among whom delegates to a national political party convention of that 
party choose their nominee; and 
(h) Political party positions relating to members to be elected (or county central 
committees of that party. . 
SECTIONll. Section 337.3 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
337.3. Ilpolitical affiliation" means the status ofa voter as being registered with a qualified 
political party or as "no PW." Any references in this code to the affiliation ofa voter shall 
mean the status of a voter as being registered with a particular qualified political party or as 
"no party" on the voter's affidavit of registration. Notwithstanding this definition, any 
references to the affiliation of a voter in Division 7 of this code shall mean the registration 
status of a voter as being registered with a particular political party. 
SECTION 12. , Section 338 of the Elections Code is amended and recodified to read: 
33 7. 58 "Political Pl!arty" means a political party or organization that has qualified fur 
participation in any primary election pursuant to Division 5 (commencing with Section 5000). 
References in this code to flparty" shall refer to a political party. 
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SECI10NI3. Section 337 of the Elections Code is amended and recodified to read: 
33!J. "Partisan offiee Political party position" means an offiee fur which It party may nominate 
It eandidate fal any delegate to a national political party convention who shall choose a 
nominee (or President, or (bJ any political party central committee member. who is elected 
onlv bv voters registered with, or otherwise authorized by, the political party with which such 
delegate or member is registered. 
SECI10N 14. Section 338.5 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
338.5. "Political subdivision" means the area within which voters reside who are qualified to 
vote with respect to particular political party positions, federal elected offices, state elected 
offices, nonpartisan offices, or measures that qualify to be listed on the election ballot in that 
~ 
SECI10N 15. Section 356.5 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
356.5. "State elected office" means state offices which are filled bv the voters at a voter choice 
open primary election or at a general election. including specifically the offices of Governor. 
Lieutenant Governor. Attorney General. Insurance Commissioner. Controller, SecretarY of 
State, Treasurer, Superintendent of Public Instruction. Member of the Legislature, and 
Member of the State Board of Equalization. All of these offices shall be considered voter-
nominated offices. with the exception of Superintendent of Public Instruction. which shall be 
considered a nonpartisan office. 
SECI10N 16. Section 359.2 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
359.2. "Voter choice open primary" means a direct primary election or a special primary 
election in which each voter. regardless ofpartv registration. including a voter not registered 
with any political Partv. mar vote in the manner described in Section 2001 for any qualified 
candidate (or each voter-nominated office (or which the voter is eligible to vote in the relevant 
political subdivision. and in which all candidates (or voter-nominated offices. regardless of 
party registration. including candidates not registered with a political PW. shall be listed on 
a single voter choice open primary ballot 
SECI10N 17. Section 359.3 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
359.3. fal "Voter choice open primary ballot" means a ballot on which shall be listed the 
(ollowing: 
(II candidates (or voter-nominated offices: 
f21 candidates (or non-partisan offices; and 
(3' measures. 
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(bJ In the event that a countv elections official determines that a voter choice open 
primary ballot will be larger than can be conveniently handled. the county elections official 
mar create a separate ballot for voters, containing non statewide nonpartisan offices and non 
statewide measures. pursuant to Section 13230. This separate ballot shall be titled with the 
heailing: "LOCAL ELECI'ED OFFICES AND MEASURES BALLOT." Statewide 
nonpartisan oUices and statewide measures shall at all times be included on the UVoter Choice 
Open Primary Ballot" and not on the "Local Elected Offices and Measures Ballot" 
SEcrION 18. Section 359.5 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
359.5 l!!J.. "Voter-nominated office" means any state elected office or federal elected office for 
which a candidoJe is nominated or elected by the voters, regardless of the political party or "no 
party" registration status of both the candidate and the voters. 
. OJ Anv election to a "voter-nominated office" shall not utilize a political party 
nomination process. 
(2) The voter registration status ofa candidate for voter-nominated office shall 
be stated. as described in Section 13105. either as with a qualified political party. subject to the 
political party's consent as specified in Section 7031. or as uno party" on a ballot, a sample 
ballot, and the voter pamphlet The following statement shall be included on the ballot and 
sample ballot and in the voter pamphlet: "The designation of the political party registration 
status on the ballot ofa candidoJe for a voter-nominated office is for the voters' informational 
purposes only. and does not indicate that the political party with which a candidate mar be 
registered has nominated that candidate or that the party necessarily agrees with or endorses 
that candidate. " The statement shall be printed in not less than 8 point boldface tvpe on each 
page of a ballot and a sample ballot on which the political party registration status of any 
candidate is printed and in not less than 10 point boldface trpe on each page in a ballot 
pamphlet on which the political partY registration status of any candidate is printed. The state 
elected offices in a voter choice open primary election shall include the offices of Governor. 
Lieutenant Governor. Attorney General. Insurance Commissioner, Controller, Secretary of 
State, Treasurer. Member of the State Legislature, and Member of the Board of Equalization. 
The federal elected offices in a voter choice open primary election shall include the offices of 
Member of the United States House of Representatives and Member of the United States 
Senate. 
(b) "Voter-nominated office" shall not mean offices as described in Section 334. any 
delegate to a national political party convention who shall choose a nominee for President. or 
anE political party central committee member. Delegates to national political party conventions 
and countv central committee members. which shall be considered political party positions and 
not voter-nominated offices, shall be selected or elected only by voters registered with. or 
otherwise authorized pursuant to Section 13I02lcl by. the political party with which such 
delegates and members are registered. 
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SECTION 19. Section 2001 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
2001. (a) Each poter entitled to pote, whether registered or not registered with a political 
party. shall be able to pote for all state elected offices and federal elected offices in each l'Oter's 
respective political subdivision in every potu choice open primary election. 
(b) All registered poten shall hOl'e the choice to l'Ote (or any of the candidates 
described in subsection (a) regardless of the political party registration. if any. of the 
candidate. 
(c) Subsection (a) shall not apply to the choosing, selection or election of political Partv 
positions as defined in Section 338. 
SECTION 20. Section 2150 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
2150. (a) The affidavit of registration shall show: 
(l) The facts necessary to establish the affiant as an elector. 
(2) The affiant's name at length, including his or her given name, and a middle 
name or initial, or if the initial of the given name is. customarily used, then the initial and middle 
name. The affiant's given name may be preceded, at affiant's option, by the designation of Miss, 
Ms., Mrs., or Mr. No person shall be denied the right to register because of his or her failure to 
mark a prefix to the given name and shall be so advised on the voter registration card. This 
subdivision shall not be construed as requiring the printing of prefixes on an affidavit of 
registration. 
(3) The affiant's place of residence, residence telephone number, if furnished, and 
e-mail address, if furnished. No person shall be denied the right to register because of his or her 
failure to furnish a telephone number or e-mail address, and shall be so advised on the voter 
registration card. 
(4) The affiant's mailing address, if different from the place of residence. 
(5) The affiant's date of birth to establish that he or she will be at least 18 years of 
age on or before the date of the next election. 
(6) The state or country of the afi.jant's birth. 
(7) The affiant's California drivers license number, California identification card 
number, or other identification number as specified by the Secretary of State. No person shall be 
denied the right to register because of his or her failure to furnish one of these numbers, and shall 
be so advised on the voter registration card. 
(8) The affiant's political party affiliation or Iino Partv" registration. The word 
"Party" shall (ollow the listing of each qualified political Partv on the affidal'it of registration. 
(9) That the affiant is currently not imprisoned or on parole for the conviction of a 
felony. 
(10) A prior registration portion indicating whether the affiant has been registered 
at another address, under another name, or as intending to affiliate registered with another party~ 
or as Iino party." If the affiant has been so registered, he or she shall give an additional 
statement giving that address, name, or party or "no Partv" registration status. 
(b) The affiant shall certify the content of the affidavit as to its truth and correctness, 
under penalty of peIjury, with the signature of his or her name and the date of signing. If the 
affiant is unable to write he or she shall sign with a mark or cross. 
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( c) If any person, including a deputy registrar, assists the affiant in completing the 
affidavit, that person shall sign and date the affidavit below the signature of the affiant. 
SECflON21. Section 2151 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
2151. l!!l At the time of registering and of transferring registration, each elector may designate 
a political PW on his or her affiduvit of registration declare the name of the political party 
".vith 'Which he or she intends to affiliate at the ensuing primary election. The name of that 
political party shall be stated in the affidavit of registration and the index. The voter registration 
card shall inform the affiant that any elector may decline to state designate fino PW" instead of 
a political J!.!!!1X affiliation, but no person shall be entitled to vote the ballot of any political party 
at any primary election unless he or she has stated the name of the party with which he or she 
intends to affiliate on the affidavit of registration or unless he or she has declined to state a party 
affiliation designated "no PW" and the political party, by party rule duly noticed to the 
Secretary of State, authorizes a person who has declined to state a party affiliation designated 
"no PW" to vote the ballot of that political party. The voter registration card shall include a 
listing of all qualified political parties-:- and of "No Pw" from which a person may designate a 
choice of either a political PW or tlno PW. " The word npW" shall follow the listing of 
each qualified political PW on the affidavit of registration. No person shall be permitted to 
vote the ballot of any party or for any delegates to the convention of any party other than the 
party designated in his or her registration, except as provided by Section 2152 or unless he or she 
has declined to state a party affiliation designated "no party" and the party, by party rule duly 
noticed to the Secretary of State, authorizes a person who has declined to state a party affiliation 
designated "no PW" to vote the party ballot or for delegates to the party convention. 
(hJ All affidavits of registration on which persons have designated that they "decline to 
state" a political PW shall be classified and treated bv elections officials as a designation of 
"no PW" consistent with the definition contained in Section 334.5. Elections officials may 
continue to use. distribute. and to receive existing supplies of affidavits of registration that 
include the designation of "decline to state" and that may or map not contain the word 
flpW" after the listing of each qualified political parfv. However. elections officials shall take 
all reasonable steps to reprint and provide new affidavits of registration that comply with 
subsection (a) as supplies of the prior affiduvit format are fullv utilized. 
SECflON22. Section 2152 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
2152. Whenever any voter h85 deelined to designate or h85 desires to changed his or her 
political PW or fino PW" registration status affiliation prior to the close of registration for an 
election, he or she may either so designate or have a change recorded by executing a new 
affidavit of registration and completing the prior registration portion of the affidavit. 
SECflON23. Section 2154 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
2154. In the event that the county elections official receives an affidavit of registration that does 
not include portions of the information for which space is provided, the county eJections official 
¥etef5 shall apply the following rebuttable presumptions: 
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(a) Ifno middle name or initial is shown, it shaD be presumed that none exists. 
(b) If 00 the affiant has not tksignated a political party affiliation is shown, it shall be 
presumed that the affiant has tksignated "no party." affiliation. 
(c) Ifno execution date is shown, it shall be presumed that the affidavit was executed on 
or before the 15th day prior to the election, provided that (1) the affidavit is received by the 
county elections official on or before the 15th day prior to the election, or (2) the affidavit is 
postmarked on or before the 15th day prior to the election and received by mail by the county 
elections official. 
(d) If the affiant fails to identify his or her state of birth within the United States, it shaD 
be presumed that the affiant was born in a state or territory of the United States if the birthplace 
of the affiant is shown as "United States," "U.S.A.," or other recognizable term designating the 
United States. 
SECI10N24. Section 2155 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
2155. Upon receipt ofa properly executed affidavit of registration or address correction notice 
or letter pursuant to Section 2119, Article 2 (commencing with Section 2220), or the National 
Voter Registration Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 1973gg), the county elections official shaD send 
the voter a voter notification by nonforwardable, first-class mail, address correction requested. 
The voter notification shaD state the party affiliation or "no party" status for which the voter has 
registered in the following format: 
Party: (Name ofpoliticaJ party, e.g., Libertarian, or No Party) 
The voter notification shaD be substantiaDy in the following form: 
VOTER NOTIFICATION 
You are registered to vote. The party affiliation or "no party" status for which you have 
registered is shown on the reverse of this card. This card is being sent as a notification of: 
1. Your recently completed affidavit of registration, 
OR, 
2. A correction to your registration because of an official notice that you have moved. It 
your residence address has not changed or if your move is temporary, please caD or write the . 
county elections official immediately. 
You may vote in any election held 15 or more days after the date shown on the reverse 
side of this card. . 
Your name will appear on the index kept at the polls. 
Please contact your county elections office if the information shown on the reverse side 
of this card is incorrect. 
(Signature of Voter) 
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SECflON25. Section 2185 oftbe Ejections Code is amended to read: 
2185. Upon written demand of the chair or vice chair of a party state central committee or of 
the chair of a party county central committee, the county elections official shall furnish to each 
committee, without charge therefor, the index of registration for the primary and general 
elections or for any special ele<..1ion at which a partisan voter-nominated office or a political 
party position is to be filled. The index of registration shall be furnished to the committee 
demanding the index not less than 25 days prior to the day of the primary, general, or special 
election for which they are provided. Upon written demand, the county elections official shall 
also furnish to the committee the index of registration of voters who registered after the 54th day 
before the election, which shall be compiled and prepared by Assembly districts. The county 
ejections official shall furnish either two printed copies or, if available, one copy in an electronic 
form of the indexes specified in this section. 
SECflON26. Section 2187 oftbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
2187. (a) Each county elections official shall send to the Secretary of State, in a fonnat 
described by the Secretary of State, a summary statement of the number of voters in the county. 
The statement shall show the total number of voters in the county, the number registered as 
affiliated with each qualified political party, the number registered in nonqualified parties, and 
tbe number who declined to state any party affiliation. are registered as fino party. " The 
statement shall also show the number of voters, by political party or IIno party" registration 
status affiliations, in each city, supervisorial district, Assembly district, Senate district, and 
congressional district located in whole or in part within the county. 
(b) The Secretary of State, on the basis of the statements sent by the county elections 
officials and within 30 days after receiving those statements, shall compile a statewide list 
showing the number of voters, by party affiliations registration and ttno party" registration 
status, in the state and in each county, city, supervisorial district, Assembly district, Senate 
district, and congressional district in the state. A copy of this list shall be made available, upon 
request, to any elector in this state. 
(c) Each county that uses data processing equipment to store the information set forth in 
the affidavit of registration shall send to the Secretary of State one copy of the magnetic tape file 
with the infonnation requested by the Secretary of State. Each cpunty that does not use data 
processing storage shall send to the Secretary of State one copy of the index setting forth that 
information. 
(d) The summary statements and the magnetic tape file copy or the index shall be sent at 
the following times: 
(1) On the 135th day before each .eresidential primary and before each direct 
primary, with respect to voters registered on the 154 day before the primary election. 
(2) Not less than 50 days prior to the primary election, with respect to voters 
registered on the 60th day before the primary election. 
(3) Not less than 10 days prior to the primary election, with respect to voters 
registered before the 28th day prior to the primary election. 
(4) Not less than 50 days prior to the general election, with respect to voters 
registered on the 60th day before the general election. 
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(5) Not less than 10 days prior to the general eJection, with respect to voters 
registered before the 28th ,day prior to the general election. 
(6) On or before March 1 of each odd-numbered year, with respect to voters 
registered as of February 10. 
( e) The Secretary of State may adopt regulations prescribing the content and format of the 
magnetic tape file or index referred to in subdivision ( c) and containing the registered voter 
information from the affidavits of registration. 
(f) The Secretary of State may adopt regulations prescribing additional regular reporting 
times, except that the total number of reporting times in anyone calendar year shall not exceed 
12. 
(g) The Secretary of State shall make the information from the magnetic tape files or the 
printed indexes available, under conditions prescnoed by the Secretary of State, to any candidate 
for federal, state, or local office, to any committee for or against any proposed ballot measUre, to 
any committee for or agaipst any initiative or referendum measure for which legal publication is 
made, and to any person for election, scholarly or political research, or governmental purposes as 
determined by the Secretary of State. 
SECTION 27. Section 3006 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
3006. (a) Any printed application that is to be distributed to voters for requesting absent voter 
ballots shall contain spaces for the following: 
(1) The printed name and residence address of the voter as it appears on the 
affidavit of registration. 
(2) The address to which the ballot is to be mailed. 
(3) The voters signature. 
(4) The name and date of the election for which the request is to be made. 
(5) The date the application must be received by the elections official. 
(b) (1) The information required by paragraphs (1), (4), and (5) of subdivision (a) 
may be preprinted on the application. The information required by paragraphs (2) and (3) of 
subdivision (a) shall be personally affixed by the voter. 
(2) An address, as required by paragraph (2) of subdivision (a), may not be the 
address of any political party, a political campaign headquarters, or a candidate's residence. 
However, a candidate, his or her spouse, immediate family members, and any other voter who 
shares the same residence address as the candidate may request that an· absentee ballot be mailed 
to the candidate's residence address. 
(3) Any application that contains preprinted information shall contain a 
conspicuously printed statement, as follows: "You have the legal right to mail or deliver this 
application directly to the local elections official of the county where you reside. It 
(c) The application shall inform the voter that if he or she is not affiliated registered with 
a political party, in addition to receiving an, other ballot or ballots to which the voter is 
entitled, the voter may request to receive an absentee J!J!!!.£ ballot for a particular political party 
for the primary election, jf that Political party has adopted a party rule, duly noticed to the 
Secretary of State, authorizing that vote. The application shall contain a toll-free telephone 
number, established by the Secretary of State, that the voter may call to access information 
regarding which political parties have adopted such a rule. The application shall contain a 
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check-offbox with a conspicuously printed statement that reads, as follows: "1 am not presently 
affiliated registered with any political party. However, for this primary eJection only. I request 
an absentee ballot for the Party. " The name of the political party shall be personally 
affixed by the voter. 
(d) The application shall provide the voters with information concerning the procedure 
for establishing permanent absentee voter status, and the basis upon which permanent absentee 
voter status is claimed. 
(e) The application shall be attested to by the voter as to the truth and correctness of its 
content, and shall be signed under penalty of petjury. 
SECfION28. Section 3007.5 of tbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
3007.5.(a) The Secretary of State shall prepare and distnoute to appropriate elections officials a 
uniform electronic application format for an absent voter's ballot that conforms to this section. 
(b) The uniform electronic application shall contain spaces for at least the foIl owing 
information: 
(1) The name and residence address of the registered voter as it appears on the 
affidavit of registration. 
(2) The address to which the ballot is to be mailed. 
(3) The name and date of the election for which the request is made. 
(4) The date the application must be received by the elections official. 
(5) The date of birth of the registered voter. . 
(c) The uniform electronic application shall inform the voter that if he or she is not 
affiliated registered with a political party, in addition to receiving any other ballot or ballots to 
which the voter is entitled, the voter may request to receive an absentee J!!!!1J!. ballot for a 
particular political party for the primary election, if that political party has adopted a party rule, 
duly noticed to the Secretary of State, authorizing that vote. The application shall contain a toU-
free telephone number, established by the Secretary of State, that the voter may call to access 
information regarding which political parties have adopted such a rule. The application shall list 
the parties that have notified the Secretary of State of the adoption of such a rule. The 
application shall contain a checkoff box with a conspicuously printed statement that reads, as 
foIlows: "I am not presently affiliated registered with any political party. However, for this 
primary election only,I request an absentee ballot for the __ Party." The name of the political 
party shall be personally affixed by the voter. 
(d) The uniform electronic application ~hall contain a conspicuously printed statement, as 
follows: "Only the registered voter himself or herself mayappJy for an absentee ballot. An 
application for an absentee ballot made by a person other than the registered voter is a criminal 
offense." 
(e) The uniform electronic application shall include the following statement: "A ballot 
will not be sent to you if this application is incomplete or inaccurate. " 
(f) The uniform electronic application format shall not permit the form to be 
electronically submitted unless all of the information required to complete the application is 
contained in the appropriate fields. 
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SECTION 29. Section 3205 of tbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
3205. (a) Absent voter ballots mailed to, and received from, voters on the permanent absent 
voter list are subject to the same deadlines and shall be processed and counted in the same 
manner as all other absent voter ballots. 
(b) Prior to each primary election, county elections officials shall mail to every voter not 
affiliated registered with a political party whose name appears on the permanent absent voter list 
a notice and application regarding voting in the primary election. The notice shall inform the 
voter that irhe or she is not registered with a political partv. in addition to receiving any other 
ballot or ballots to which the voter is entitled, he or she may request to receive an absentee J.!J!!1J!. 
ballot for a particular political party for the primary election, if that political party adopted a 
party rule, duly noticed to the Secretary of State, authorizing these voters to vote in their 
primary. The notice shall also contain a toll-free telephone number, established by the Secretary 
of State, that the voter may call to access information regarding which political parties have 
adopted such a rule. The application shall contain a check-off box with a conspicuously printed 
statement that reads as follows: "I am not presently affiliated registered with any political party. 
However, for this primary election only, I request an absentee ballot for the __ Party." The 
name of the political party shall be personally affixed by the voter. 
SECTION 30. Section 5000 oftbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
5000. (a) For purposes of this division, the definition of "political party" in Section ~ 337.5 
is applicable. 
(b) This chapter shall apply to political bodies and to parties not otherwise provided for in 
Division 7 (commencing with Section ~ 7030). 
SECTION 31. Section 5100 oftbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
5100. A party is qualified to participate in any primary election under any of the following 
conditions: 
(a) If at the last preceding gubernatorial election there Vt'aS polled for anyone of its 
OOfldidates for any office ,.,oted on throughout the state, at least 2 percent of the entire vote of tile 
state:-
(b g) If on or before the 135th day before any primary election, it appears to the Secretary 
of State, as a result of examining and totaling the statement of voters and their political 
affiliations party registrations transmitted to him or her by the county elections officials, that 
voters equal in number to at least I one third (1/3) orone percent of the entire vote of the state at 
the last preceding gubernatorial election have declared their intention to affiliate registration 
with that party. 
(e l!) If on or before the 135th day before any primary election, there is filed with the 
Secretary of State a petition signed by voters, equal in number to at least lO 1. percent of the 
entire vote of the state at the last preceding gubernatorial election, declaring that they represent a 
proposed party, the name of which shall be stated in the petition, which proposed party those 
voters desire to have participate in that primary eJection. This petition shall be circulated, 
signed, verified and the signatures of the voters on it shaU be certified to and transmitted to the 
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Secretary of State by the county elections officials substantially as provided for initiative 
petitions. Each page of the petition shaH bear a caption in I8-point boldface type, which caption 
shall be the name of the proposed party followed by the words "Petition to participate in the 
primary election. " 
SECflON32. PART 1.5 of Division 7 (commencing with Section 7030) of the 
Elections Code is added to read: 
PART 1.5. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
7030. Political parties qualiaing pursuant to Division 5 of this Code shall be entitled to 
participate in an election. as provided in this Code. for the purpose of permitting 
voters who are registered with a particular party and any other voters pursuant to 
Section13102(c) to select or elect political party positions as defined in Section 338. 
Any election pursuant to this section shall be conducted by means of a party ballot 
separate from the voter choice open primary ballot. 
7031. Within 120 days after the effective date of this section. each qualified political party 
shall notia the Secretary of State whether or not it consents to inclusion on the 
ballot. sample ballot. voter pamphlet and other related elections materials intended 
for distribution to voters. of the voter registration status of candidates registered as 
voters with that partiCUlar political party. The notice to the Secretary of State shaH 
be on a form provided by the Secretary of State.. Such consent. if given. shall apply 
uniformly to all offices listed in Article II. Sections 5(e) and ro. of the Constitution 
for all direct and special primary and general elections. A party may notia the 
Secretary of State of its decision to change its consent at any time, to become effective 
for any elections held not less than 88 dayS after receipt of the notice by the Secretary 
of State. Within 120 days after a new political party qualifies pursuant to Division 5 
of this Code, the party shall comply with the requirements of this Section. For any 
qualified political party that does not provide a notice of its consent or lack of 
consent. it shall be deemed that the party does not consent to inclusion of the voter 
registration status of candidates registered with that Partv for the purposes described 
in this section. 
7032. Anv nomination of candidates for voter-nominated state elected offices and federal 
elected offices in a voter choice open primary election provided for in this Code shaH 
be made bv the voters and not by political parties. Anv candidate nominated by the 
voters for any voter-nominated office in any voter choice open primary election shall 
not be considered the nominee or endorsed candidate of any political party bv virtue 
of such nomination bv the voters. 
7033. Nothing in this Code shaH be construed to infringe in any way upon the legal rights of 
any political party, dulv qualified under Division 5 and as defined in Section 337.5, to 
endorse candidates listed on a voter choice open primary ballot for any voter-
nominated office. 
SECTION 33. Section 8000 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8000. fa) This chapter shall apply to: 
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(11 Nomination of candidates (or voter-nominated state elected offices and 
federal elected offices. as defined in Section 359.5i and 
(21 Any other candidates for any other offices or political party positions 
described in this Code who are not otherwise described in subsections (a1(11 or (b) of this 
section. 
l!!l. This chapter does not apply to: 
(aD Recall elections. 
(91) Presidential primary. 
(el) Nomination of officers of cities or counties whose charters provide a system 
for nominating candidates for those offices. 
SECI10N34. 
(d1) Nomination of officers for any district not fonried for municipal purposes. 
(eD Nomination of officers for general law cities. 
(f!) Nomination of school district officers. 
Section 8000.5 of the Elections Code is added to read: 
8000.5. {al Each voter entitled to vote, whether registered or not registered with a political 
partv. shall receive a ballot in each direct voter choice open primary election by any voting 
mechanism the State deems official for any such election that includes all candiiJates for 
voter-nominated state elected offices and federal elected offices. and nonpartisan office, in the 
voter's political subdivision. as defined in this Code. All candidates for voter-nominated 
office, whether registered with a political portv or not. shall appear on every such ballot. Each 
voter entitled to vote, whether registered or not registered with a political partv. shall be 
entitled to vote for any candidate on said ballot. The candidates. regardless of party 
registration, including candidates registered as "no party. " who are the top two vote getters for 
each voter-nominated office shall become the nominees of the voters and be listed on the 
ballot for the ensuing general election. 
@ Ballots for use in Presidential primaries and for political party positions shall be 
governed respectively bv Divisions 6 and 7 and bv other provisions of this Code relating to 
such ballots. 
SECfION35. Section 8001 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8001. (a) No declaration of candidacy for a partisan voter-nominated state elected office or 
federal elected officea or for membership on a county central committee,. shall be filed, by a 
candidate whose affidavit of registration designates a particular political party unless (1) at the 
time of presentation of the declaration and continuously for not less than three months 
immediately prior to that time, or for as long as he has been eligible to register to vote in the 
state, the candidate is shown by his affidavit of registration to be aftiljated registered with the 
political party the nomination of which he seeks designated in the declaration, and (2) the 
candidate has not been registered as affiliated with a qualified political party other than that 
political party the nomination ofwhicb he seeks designated in the declaration within 12 months, 
or, in the case of an election governed by Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 10700) of Part 6 
of Division 10, within three months immediately prior to the filing of the declaration. 
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(b) The elections official shall attach a certificate to the declaration of candidacy showing 
the date on which the candidate registered IlS intending to affiliate with the political party the 
flommatioR of '.vhich he seeks designated in the declaration, and indicating that the candidate 
has not been affiliated registered with any other qualified political party for the period specified 
in subdivision (a) or (c) immediately preceding the filing of the declaration. This section shall 
not apply to declarations of candidacy filed by a candidate of registered with a political party 
participating in its first direct primary election subsequent to its qualification as a political party 
pursuant to Section 5100. 
(c) No declaration of candidacr (or a voter-nominated state elected office or federal 
elected office shall be filed by a candidate whose affidavit of registration designates Iino party" 
unless the candidate is not. and was not at any time during the 12 months preceding the filing 
of the declaration of candidgq. registered as a voter with any qualified political party, or in 
the case of an election governed bi' Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 107001 of Part 6 of 
Division 10. at any time during the three months immediately preceding the filing of the 
declaration, registered as a voter with a political party qualiOed under Section 5100. 
SECTION 36. Section 8003 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
8003. This chapter does Rot prohibit the independent nomination of candidates uRder Part 2 
(commencing with Section 8300), subject to the folJo't'/mg limitations: 
(a) A candidate whose Rame hIlS beea OR the baDot IlS a candidate of a party at the direst 
primary and 'tvho has been defeated for that party nomination is ineligible for nommatioR as an 
iRdependeRt candidate. He is also ineligible as a candidate named by a party central committee 
to fill a vacancy OR the baDot for a general electioR. 
(b) No person may file nominatioR papers for a party nomiRation and an iRdependent 
nomination for the same office, or for more than one office at the same ejection. 
SECTION 37. Section 8022 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8022. (a) Each candidate for a party nomination by the voters in a voter choice open primary 
election for the office of State Senator or Member of the Assembly, or for any state 
constitutional office, or for Insurance Commissioner, at the direct voter choice open primary 
election shall file a written and signed declaration of his or her intention to become a candidate 
for his or her party's nomination by the voters for that office. The declaration of intention shall 
be filed with either the Secretary of State or the elections official of the county in which the 
candidate is a resident. The declaration of intention shall be filed, on a form to be supplied by 
the elections official, not more than 14 nor less than five days prior to the first day on which 
nomination papers may be presented for filing. If the incumbent fails to file a declaration of 
intention by the end of that period, persons other than the incumbent may file declarations of 
intention no later than the fir~ day for. filing. nomination papers. However, if the incumbent's 
failure to file a declaration of intention is because he or she has already served the maximum 
number of terms permitted by the California Constitution for that office, there shall be no 
extension of the period for filing the declaration of intention. The filing fees and copies of all 
declarations of intention filed with the county elections official in accordance with this article 
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shall be immediately forwarded to the Secretary of State. The declaration of intention provided 
for in this section shall be in substantially the following form: 
I hereby declare my intention to become a candidate for the 
:;::::::;:==::;::==::;::==============~P"fltutf1rt}t:y":S9 nomination bv the voters (Name of politieaJ party) 
for the office of (Name of office and district, if any) at the 
direct voter choice open primary election. ( )I am registered as a voter with 
the (Name o(Political Pw. i(anY)j or ( ) I am registered as a voter as 
~~no PW. n (Candidate check applicable statement) 
(Signature of candidate) 
(Address of candidate) 
(b) No person may be a candidate nor have his or her name printed upon any ballot as a 
candidate for a party nomination by the voters for the office of Senator or Member of the 
Assembly, or for any state constitutional office, or for Insurance Commissioner at the direct 
voter choice open primary election unless he or she has filed the declaration of intention 
provided for in this section. However, if the incumbent of the office who is affiliated registered 
with any qualified political party files a declaration of intention, but for any reason fails to 
qualify for nomination for the office by the last day prescribed for the filing of nomination 
papers, an additional five days shall be allowed for the filing of nomination papers for the office, 
and any person, other than the incumbent if otherwise qualified, may file nomination papers for 
the office during the extended period, notwithstanding that he or she has not filed a written and 
signed declaration of intention to become a candidate for the office as provided in subdivision 
(a). 
SECTION 38. Section 8025 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8025. If only one any candidate has declared a candidacy for a partisan nomination to a voter-
nominated office at the direct voter choice open primary election fur a party qualified to 
participate at that election, .and that candidate dies after the last day prescribed for the delivery of 
nomination documents to the elections official, as provided in Section 8020, but not Jess than ~ 
74 days before the election, any person qualified under the provisions ·of Section 8001 may 
circulate and deliver nomination documents for the office to the elections official up to 5 p.m. 
on the .f4th 68th day prior to the election. In that case, the elections official shall, immediately 
after receipt of those nomination documents, certifY and transmit them to the Secretary of State 
in the manner specified in this article. 
SECTION 39. Section 8040 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8040. (a) The declaration of candidacy by a candidate shall be substantially as follows: 
DECLARATION OF CANDIDACY 
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I hereby declare myself a __ Party candidate for nomination to the office of ___ _ 
District Number __ to be voted for at the primary ejection to be he1d --> 20--, and declare 
the following to be true: L ~ynameis ____________________________________________ __ 
2. (a) I am registered as a voter with the (Name of Political Party. ifanrJ. 
(This statement is required for a candiJote for voter-nominated state elected office or 
federal elected ot1ice using a party retistration status on the ballot. as permitted by a 
political party pursuant to Section 70Jl. or for member of a political party county 
central committee); or 
(b) I am registered as a voter as uno party. " 
(This statement is required for cantfidates who designate uno PW" registration) 





5. Telephone numbers: Day _________ Evening ___________ _ 
6. Fax number: 
7. Email address: 
8. I meet the statutory and constitutional qualifications for this office (including, but not 
limited to, citizenship, residency, and party affiliation registration; if required). (With respect to 
registration. candidates for voter-nominated offices or for countv central committee members 
must comply with Section 8001(a) and candidates who register as Hno PW" must comply 
with Section 8001 (c). 
9. I am at present an incumbent of the following public office (if any) __ . 
10. If nominated, I will accept the nomination and not withdraw. 
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Signature of candidate 
State of California } 
County of ss. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this __ day of ----> 20_, 
Notary Public (or other official) 
Examined and certified by me this ___ day of __ -->, 20_, 
County Elections Official . 
WARNING: Every person acting on behalf of a candidate is guilty of a misdemeanor who 
deliberately fails to file at the proper time and in the proper place any declaration of candidacy in 
his or her possession which is entitled to be filed under the provisions of the Elections Code 
Section 18202, 
(b) A candidate for a judicial office may not be required to state his or her residential 
address on the declaration of candidacy, However, in cases where the candidate does not state his 
or her residential address on the declaration of candidacy, the elections official shall verifY 
whether his or her address is within the appropriate political subdivision and add the notation 
"verified" where appropriate. 
(c} For purposes of subsection (a}2(a), the use bv a candidate of his or her political 
party registration status on the ballot is subject to the candidate's registration status complying 
with the time limitations set forth in Section 8001(a} and, (or candidates (or voter-nominated 
offices. to the political PW's consent as specified in Section 70J1. 
(41 For purposes of subsection (a)2(b). the use by a candidate of his or her registration 
status as "no party" on the ballot is subject to the candidate's registration status complying 
with the time limitations set (orth in Section 8001(c). 
reI Notwithstanding anv other provision of law. a person who intends to qualify as a 
candidate (or a voter-nominated office. and who fails to comply with the requirements of 
Section 8001 (al (or a reason other than the person's voluntary action. has the right to be listed 
as a candidate (or that office on the ballot and shall have his or her voter registration status 
printed on the ballot as "No Party." provided that the person meets all other qualification 
requirements (or canditiaq (or that office. 
m Notwithstanding any other provision of law. a candidate who has met all 
qualification requirements (or candidacy (or a voter-nominated office. but who is (ound after 
such qualification not to be entitled to the application of Section 1J105(a)(2) (or a reason 
other than a voluntary action by the candidate, has the right to be listed as a candidate (or that 
office on the ballot and shall have his or her voter registration status printed on the ballot as 
"No Party_" Section 1J105(41 shall not be applicahle under this subsection. 
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SEcnON40. S~ 3041 of the Elections Codl'. amended to read: 
8041. (a) The nomination paper (or a county central committee member candidate shall be in 
substantially the following'ftJrn1: . 
NOMINATION PAPER 
1, the undersigned signer for for the __ Party nomination to the eftiee county 
central committee d' Cpuntv. to be voted for at the primary election to be held on the __ 
day of ~ 20 --,hereby assert 8S follows: 
I am a resitk::m of __ County and registered to vot-e at the address shown on this paper 
and affiliated regbre£d with the __ Party. I am not at this time a signer of any other 
nomination paper ef any other eandidate for the abo\te named office, or in case there are SC't'CraI 
plaoos to be filled in the abo't'e Bffied office, I have not signed more nomination papers than 
there are places to be filled in the above-named offiee county central committee. My residence 
is correctly set forth after my signature hereto: 
Name 
----------------------------------------------------~---------Residence ------------------------------------------------------------
(b) The ntNttination paper (or candidates who Me not county central committee 
member candidates sJudl be ill mbstantially the following '.m: 
NOMINATION PAPEM. 
I. the undersigned signer (or . for nomina.tilla to the omce of • to be voted 
for at the primarv election to be Aeld on the day of • 20 ! hereby assert as follows: 
I am a resident of County and registered to WJte at the aiJi/ress shown on this 
paper. I am not at this time a signer of an v other nominatUm paper of any other candidate tor 
the above-named 1!fIice. or in case there are several pltlCl5 to be filled in the above-named 
oftice. I have not firned more nomination papers than lIn7e are places to be filled in the 
above-named office. My resille1lJ:e is co"ectlv set forth after my signature hereto: 
Name 
Residence 
(b .() The affidavit of the circulator (or nomination JHlPers as described in subsections 
(al and (b) shall read.J1S follows: 
AFFIDAVIT OF THE CIRCULATOR 
I, , solemnly swear (or affirm) that the signatures on this section of the nomination 
paper were obtained between , 2~ --' and , 20--, that I circulated the petition and I 
saw the signatures on this section Qf the nomination paper being written; and that, to the best of 
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my information and belief, each signature is the genuine signature of the person whose name it 
purports to be. 
My voting residence is __________________ _ 
Signed ___________ _ 
Subscnoed and sworn to before me this ___ day of __ -" 20_. 
(SEAL) Notary Public (or other officiaJ) 
Examined and certified by me this __ day of __ -" 20_" ... 
Elections OfficiaJ 
WARNING: Every person acting on behalf of a candidate is guilty of a misdemeanor who 
deliberately fails to file at the proper time and in the proper place any nomination paper in his or 
her possession which is entitled to be filed under Section 18202 of the Elections Code. 
SECfION 41. Section 8062 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8062. (a) The number of registered voters required to sign a nomination paper for the 
respective offices and political party positions are as follows: 
(I) Statewide Constitutional office. State Insurance Commissioner. or United 
States Senate, not less than 65 nor more than 100. 
(2) House of Representatives in Congress, State Senate or Assembly, Board of 
Equalization, or any office voted for in more than one county, and not statewide, not less than 40 
nor more than 60. 
(3) Candidacy in a single county or any political subdivision of a county, other 
than State Senate or Assembly, not Jess than 20 nor more than 40. 
(4) Political party county central committee member. Wwhen any political party 
has less than 50 voters in the state or in the county or district in which the election is to be held, 
one-tenth the number of voters of the party. 
(5) When there are less than 150. voters in the county or district in which the 
election is to be held, not less than 10 nor more than 20. 
(b) The number of registered voters required to sign a nomination paper (or a 
candidate (or the House of Representatives in Congress, State Senate, or State Assemblv. to be 
voted (or at a special election to fill a vacancy, shall comply with Section 8062(0) and must be 
filed in the manner prescribed in Section 1070.((a) of this Code. 
(b £) The provisions of this section are mandatory, not directory, and no nomination 
paper shall be deemed sufficient that does not comply with this section. However, this 
subdivision shall not be construed to prohibit withdrawaJ of signatures pursuant to Section 8067. 
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This subdivision also shall not be construed to prohibit a court from validating a signature which 
was previously rejected upon showing of proof that the voter whose signature is in question is 
otherwise qualified to sign the nomination paper. 
SECTION 42. Section 8068 of the EJections Code is amended to read: 
8068. Signers shall be voters in the district or political subdivision in which the candidate is to 
be voted on Signers Bfld shall need not be registered affiliated with the any political party to be 
eligible to sign nomination papers (Or a candidate for a yoter-nominated office; if Bfly, in 
'Nhich the nomination is proposed., but must be registered with the appropriate Partv to sign 
nomination papers for a candidate (Or a political Partv central committee. 
SECTION 43. Section 8081 of the EJections Code is amended to read: 
8081. Before any nomination document is filed in the office of the county elections official or 
forwarded for filing in the office of the Secretary of State, the county elections official shall 
verify ill the signatures in each case, and ill the political affiliations party registration in the 
case of a person seeking a political Partv position, of the signers on the nomination paper with 
the registration affidavits on file in the office of the county elections official. The county 
ejections official shall mark "not sufficient" any signature l!!l that does not appear in the same 
handwriting as appears on the affidavit of registration in his or her office, or,(b) in the case ofa 
political Partv position. that is accompanied by a declaration of party affiliation registration that 
is not in accordance with the declaration of party afliIiation registration in the affidavit of 
registration. The county ejections official may cease to verify signatures once the minimum 
requisite number of signatures has been verified. 
SECTION 44. Section 8106 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8106. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, a candidate may submit a petition 
containing signatures of registered voters in lieu of a filing fee as follows: 
(1) For the office of California State Assembly, 1,500 signatures. 
(2) For the office of California State Senate and the United States House of 
Representatives, 3,000 signatures. 
(3) For candidates running for statewide office, 10,000 signatures. 
(4) For all other offices for which a filing fee is required, if the number of 
registered voters in the district in which he or she seeks nomination is 2,000 or more, a candidate 
may submit a petition containing four signatures of registered voters for each dollar of the filing 
fee, or 10 percent of the total of registered voters in the district in which he or she seeks 
nomination, whichever is Jess. 
(5) For all other offices for which a filing fee is required, if the number of 
registered voters in the district in which he or she seeks nomination is less than 2,000, a 
candidate may submit a petition containing four signatures of registered voters for each dollar of 
the filing fee, or 20 percent of the total of registered voters in the district in which he or she seeks 
nomination, whichever is less. 
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(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section; a oandidate seeking 
the nomination of a qualified party with whom he or she is registered, the registered voters of 
which woo were eligible to 'lote at the last state-mde election oonstituted less than 5 peroem of 
al1 registered wters eligible to vote at the last statewide election; may submit a petition 
oomBining signatures of 10 percent of the registered 't'oters of that party in the district in which 
he or she seeks nomination; or 150 signatures, ·",r.JHchever is less. 
(+ t) A voter may sign both a candidate's nomination papers and his or her in-
lieu-filing-fee petition. However, if signatures appearing on the documents are counted towards 
both the nomination paper and the in-lieu-filing-fee petition signature requirements, a person 
may only sign one of the documents. 
(b) The Secretary of State or an elections official shall furnish to each candidate, upon 
request, and without charge therefor, fonns for securing signatures. The number of fonns which 
the elections official shall furnish a candidate shall be a quantity that provides the candidates 
with spaces for signatures sufficient in number to equal the number of signatures that the 
candidate is required to secure pursuant to subdivision (a) if the candidate desires that number of 
fonns. However, the elections official, rather than provide the candidate with the number of 
fonns set forth in the preceding sentence, or upon the request of a candidate, may provide the 
candidate with a master fonn that may be duplicated by the candidate at the candidate's expense 
for the purpose of circulating additional petitions. The Secretary of State shall provide the 
master fonn. The elections official may provide candidates a fonn other than the master fonn 
provided by the Secretary of State. However, that fonn shall meet all statutory requirements, and 
the elections official shall also make available and accept the master fonn provided by the 
Secretary of State. All fonns shall be made available commencing 45 days before the first day 
for circulating nomination papers. However, in cases of vacancies for which a special election is 
authorized or required to be held to fill the vacancy, and where the prescribed nomination period 
would commence less than 45 days after the creation of the vacancy, the fonns shall be made 
available within five working days after the creation of the vacancy. No other fonn except the 
fonn furnished by the Secretary of State or the elections official or fonns duplicated from a 
master fonn shall be used to secure signatures. Each petition section shall bear an affidavit 
signed by the circulator, in substantially the same fonn as set forth in Section 8041. The 
substitution of signatures for fees shall be subject to the following provisions: 
(1) Any registered voter may sign an in-lieu-filing-fee petition for any 
candidate for whom he or she is eligibJe to vote. 
(2) If a voter signs more candidates' petitions than there are offices to be 
filled, the voter's signatures shall be valid only on those petitions which, taken in the order they 
were filed, do not exceed the number of offices to be filled. 
(3) In-lieu-filing-fee petitions shall be filed at least 15 days prior to the close 
of the nomination period. Upon receipt of the minimum number of in-lieu-filing-fee signatures 
required, or a sufficient combination of signatures and pro rata filing fee, the elections official 
shall issue nomination papers provisionally. Within 10 days after receipt of a petition, the 
elections official shall notify the candidate of any deficiency. The candidate shall then, prior to 
the close of the nomination period, either submit a supplemental petition, or pay a pro rata 
portion of the filing fee to cover the deficiency. 
(4) If the petition is circulated for an office in more than one county, the 
candidate shall submit the signatures to the elections official in the county in which the petition 
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was circulated. The elections official shall at least two days after verifYing the signatures on the 
petition, notify the Secretary of State of the total number of valid signatures. If the number of 
signatures is insufficient, the Secretary of State shall notify the candidate and the elections 
officials of the fact. The candidate may submit the necessary number of valid signatures at any 
time prior to the close of the period for circulating nomination papers.. Each circulator of an in-
lieu-filing-fee petition shall be a registered voter of the district or political subdivision in which 
the candidate is to be voted on. The circulator shall serve within the county in which he or she 
resides. 
(5) Each candidate may submit a greater number of signatures to allow for 
subsequent losses due to invalidity of some signatures. The elections official shall not be 
required to determine the validity of a greater number of signatures than that required by this 
section. 
(c) For the purposes of this section, the requisite number of signatures shall be computed 
from the latest registration figures forwarded to the Secretary of State pursuant to Section 2187 
prior to the first day on which petitions are available. 
(d) All valid signatures obtained pursuant to this section shall be counted towards the 
number of voters required to sign a nomination paper in accordance with Section 80610r 8405. 
SECflON 45. Section 8121 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8121. Not less than five days before he or she transmits the certified Jist of candidates to the 
county elections officials, as provided in Section 8120, the Secretary of State shall notify each 
candidate for partisan voter-nominated office and political PW position of the names, 
addresses, offices, occupations, and party affiliations registration status of all other persons who 
have filed for the same office or partv position. 
SECflON 46. Section 8124 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8124. The certified list of candidates sent to each county elections official by the Secretary of 
State shall show: 
(a) The name of each candidate. 
(b) The office for which each person is a candidate. 
(c) The political party. if any. with which each person represents candidate is 
registered, or that the candidate designated "no PW" registration, unless the office is 
nonpartisan. 
SECflON 47. Section 8125 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8125. The certified list of candidates sent to each county elections official by the Secretary of 
State shall be in substantially the folIowinS form: 
CERTIFIED LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR NOMINATION 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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To the County Elections Official of __ County: 
I, ---:> Secretary of State, do hereby certifY that the following list contains the name of 
each person for whom nomination papers have been filed in my office and who is entitled to be 
voted for in the above-named county at the direct primary ejection to be held on the __ day of 
---:> +9 20 , the designation of the office for which each person is a candidate, his or her name 
being stated uOOeF with the name of the political party if anr. with which he or she represents is 
registered, except in the case of a nonpartisan office. and that each person is entitled to be voted 
(or in Four county at that election bv any registered qualified elector of Four county, whether 
registered with any political party or not Each candidate who is registered as "no party" is 
designated as fiNo Party" on the (ollowing list. The listing of a candidate's political party 
registration status on the ballot is subject to the provisions of Elections Code Section 7031. 
-========~PtAARc:K:+TY..y. VOTER-NOMINA TED OFFICES 
(Title of office) 
STATE (AND DISTRICT) OFFICES 
(Registered Political 
(Name of candidate) Party or No PartvI 
District ----
CONGRESSIONAL OFFICES 






STATE (AND DISTRICT) OFFICES 
I further certifY the following list contains the name of each person for whom nomination 
papers have been filed in my office, together with a designation of the office for which each 
person is a candidate, and that each person is entitled to be voted for in your county at that 
election by any registered qualified eJector of your county, whether registered as intending to 
affiliate with any political party or not. 
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NONPARTISAN OFFICES 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
Dated at Sacramento, California, this __ day of __ ~, -l-9~. 
(SEAL) Secretary of State 
SECfION 48. Section 8148 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8148. Not less than 68 days before the general election, the Secretary of State shall deliver to 
the appropriate county elections official a certificate showing: 
(a) The name of every person entitled to receive votes within that county at the general 
election who has received the nomination bv the voters in a voter choice open primary election 
as a candidate for public office pursuant to this chapter. 
(b) For each nominee of the voters the name of the party that has nominated him or her, if 
any-:-. with which each candidate who has been nominated is registered, or that the nominee is 
registered as IIno party. " 
(c) The designation of the public office for which he or she has been nominated. 
SECTION 49. Section 8150 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8150. The certificate of the Secretary of State showing candidates nominated or selected at a 
primary election, and justices of the Supreme Court and courts of appeal to appear on the general 
elections ballot, shall be substantially in the following form: 
CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY OF STATE SHOWING CANDIDATES NOMINATED 
OR SELECTED AT PRIMARY ELECTION 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
To the County Elections Official of __ County: 
I, ---' Secretary of State, do hereby certify that below are stated the names of those 
persons entitled to receive votes within your county at the general election who have (l) received 
partisan nominations (or voter-nominated state elected offices and federal elected offices. or 
have been selected as candidates for nonpartisan office at the primary election or (2) in the case 
of justices of the Supreme Court· or the courts of appeal, are the justices who are subject to 
confirmation by the voters at the general election. These nominations and selections are 
evidenced by the compilation and statement required to be made by me and filed in my office. 
Set forth along with their respective names, other than the names of justices of the Supreme 
Court or the courts of appeal, there is shown the candidate's designation of his or her office, 
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profession, vocation or occupation, and there is also shown separately and respectively for each 
nominee the name of the political party or organization, if any, that has nominated him or her 
with which the nominee of the voters is registered, and the designation of the public office for 
which he or she is so nominated. Each candidate who is not registered with a party is 
designated as UNo Party" on the following list The listing of a candidate's political party 
registration status on the ballot is subject to the provisions of Elections Code Section 7031. 
(Name of 
candidate) 













SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
(Office) 
I also certifY that at the state conventions that met, according to Jaw, at the State 
Capitol on the __ day of ~ 20--, the following persons were nominated as electors of 
President and Vice President of the United States, for the parties respectively hereinafter placed 
at the head of the column containing their respective names, and you are hereby directed to print 
the names of the candidates for President and Vice President for whom those eJectors have 
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pledged themselves to vote, upon the official ballots to be used at the general election, as 













1 __________________________ __ 
;--------------------------
etc. 
Dated at Sacramento, California, this ___ day of_---', 20 __ . 
Secretary of State 
(SEAL) 
SECTION 50. Section 8300 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8300. l!!l A candidate for any public office, including that of presidential elector, fur v.tJHeh no 
nonpartisan candidate has been nominated or elected at any primary election; may be nominated 
subsequent to or in lieu of a primary election pursuant to this chapter. A candidate (or 
presidential elector whose name has been on the ballot as a candidate of a partv at the direct 
primary and who has been defeated (or that party nomination (or presidential elector is 
ineligible (or nomination as an independent candidate (or presidential elector. 
(hI The provisions (or independent nominations in Part 2 of Division 8 (commencing 
with section 8300) shall apply only to any candidate for presidential elector. 
SECTIONSI. Section 8301 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
8301. A candidate fur whom a nomination paper has been filed as a partisan candidate at a 
primary election; and , .... ho is defeated for his or her party nomination at the primary election; is 
ineligible for nomination as an independent candidate. 
SECTION 52. Section 8302 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8302. For the purposes of this chapter, Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 8000) of Part 1, 
and Part 4 (commencing with Section 8800), so far as consistent with this chapter, shall apply to 
all offices for 'Which independent nominations (or presidential electors are made at the 
presidential primary and direct primary elections, as well as to elections fur any other office to 
which those provisions would not ordinarily apply. 
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SECflON53. Section 8350 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
8350. (a) A candidate shall file a YlriUen and signed declaration of his or her intention to 
become a eandidate for electi¥e office. The declaration shall be left with the offieer with 'whom 
his or her nomination papers are required to be Jeft, on a form to be supplied by the oounty 
eJections official, not more than 14 nor Jess than fh'e days prior to the first day on vibich 
nomination papers may be presented by a eandidate seeking a party nomination for that offiee. 
The declaration shall be substantially in the following form: 
HI bereby declare my intention to beoome a candidate for the office of (name of offiee 
and district, if any) at the No¥ember --.J 19 --> general election." 
(b) No person may be a candidate nor ha't'e his or her name printed upon any ballot as a 
candidate for elective offiee unless he or she has filed a declaration of intention pursuant to this 
section. 
(0) This section shall not apply to any candidates for presidential eJector, the United 
States House of Rep resentati yes, or the United States Senate. 
SECflON54. Section 8400 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8400. Nomination papers for a state\\1ide office for ..,.<hich the candidate is to be nominated 
presidential electors shall be signed by voters of the state equal to not less in number than 1 
percent of the entire number of registered voters of the state at the time of the close of 
registration prior to the preceding general election. Nomination papers for an office, other than a 
statewide offiee, shall be signed by the 'Ioters of the area for which the candidate is to be 
nominated, not less in number than 3 percent of the entire number of registered .. 'oters in the area 
at the time of the close of registration prior to the preceding general election. Nomination papers 
for Representati,,'e in Congress, State Senator or l\ssembly Member, to be yoted for at a special 
eJection to fiU a vacancy, shall be signed by yoters in the district not less in number than 500 Of 1 
percent of the entir~ '/ote cast in the area at the preceding general election, 'whichCYer is less, nor 
more than 1,000. 
SECflON55. Section 8403 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8403. (a) tB Nomination papers shall be prepared, circulated, signed, and delivered to the 
county elections official for examination no earlier than 148 days before the election and no later 
than 5 p.m. 88 days before the election. 
(2) For offices for which no filing fee is required, nomination papers shall be prepared, 
circulated, signed, and deli';ered to the county elections official for examination no earlier than 
193 days before the election and no later than 5 p.m. 88 days before the election. 
(b) All-nNomination documents that are required to be filed in the office of the Secretary 
of State shalJ~ within 24 days after being left with the county elections official in compliance 
with paragraph (1) or (2) of subdivision (a), be forwarded by the county elections official to the 
Secretary of State, who shall receive and fiJe them. 
(0) If the total number of signatures submitted to a county elections official for an office 
entirely within that county does not equal the number of signatures needed to qualify the 
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candidate, the county elections official shaD declare the petition 'roid and is not required to verify 
the signatures. If the district faDs 'Within PhtO or more counties, the county elections official shaD 
'Within two working days report in writing to the Secretary of State the total number of signatures 
submitted. 
(d£) If the Secretary of State finds that the total number of signatures submitted in the 
district or state is less than the minimum number required to qualify the candidate he or she shaD 
within one working day notify in writing the counties involved that they need not verify the 
signatures. 
SECfION56. Section 8404 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8404. Each signer of a nomination paper shall sign but one paper for the same office, except that 
in case two or more persons are to be elected to the same office at the same election; an elector 
may sign the nomination papers of as many persons as there are persons to be elected to the 
office, and that act on the part of an elector shall not be deemed in conflict with the signer's 
statement prescribed in this chapter. The signer shall state his or her place of residence, giving 
his or her street and number, if any. 
SECfION57. Section 8405 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
8405. Notwithstanding any other provision oflaV\' to the contrary, if an independent candidate 
submits an in lieu filing fee petition pursuant to Section 8106, the county elections official, 
upon the request of the candidate, shaD accept aU valid signatures appear.ng on the candidate's 
in lieu filing fee petition toward the number of signatures required to be submitted on an in lieu 
filing fee petition and on a nomination paper. 
If the in lieu filing fee petition does not contain the requisite number of signatures 
required under Section 8400, the candidate shaD be entitled to file, 'Within the time period 
aDowed fur filing nomination papers, a nomination paper in order to obtain the requisite number 
of'lalid signatures required to be submitted to the elections official pursuant to this chapter. 
SECfION58. Section 8409 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8409. Each candidate or group of candidates shall submit a nomination paper that shall be 
substantially in the follo'Wing form prescribed in Section 8041 (b) and fch:,. 
County of Nomination paper of ,candidate fOr the office of 
State of CalifOrnia) 
County of ) 5S. 
SIGNER'S STATEMENT . 
I, undersigned, am a yoter of the County of --' State of Califurnia. I hereby nominate 
---' who resides at No. --' _ Street, City of --' County of --' State of Califurnia; as a 
eandidate fur the office of_to be 'loted for at the election to be held on the __ day of ----7 
20 . I haye not signed the nomination paper of any other candidate fur the same office. 
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I, , So)em."lly S\VeQf (or &ffirm) that I secured signatures in the County of to the 
nomination paper of __ 1lS candidate for the office of ~ that the signatures were obtained 
between , 20 and , 20 ~ that I sawall the signatures on this seotion of the 
nomination paper being signed and that, to the best of my information and belief, each signature 
is the genuine signature of the person 'nhose name it purports to be. 
~{y residence address is 
(Signed) 
Circulator 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of , 20 . 
(SEAL) Notary Public (or other official) 
SECTION 59. Section 8451 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8451. Circulators shall be residents of the State of California "oters in the district or political 
subdivision in which the candidate is to be "oted on and shall serve only in that district or 
li "cal bd"'" po tJ su I¥JSlon. 
SECTION 60. Section 8454 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8454. (a) Circulators obtaining signatures to the nomination paper of any candidate may, at any 
time not more than 148 nor less than 88 days prior to the election; obtain signatures to the 
nomination paper of the candidate. 
W Circulators obtaining signatures to the nomination paper of any candidate for 
presidential elector may, at any time not more than 193 nor less than 88 days prior to the 
election, obtain signatures to the nomination paper of the candidate. 
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SECTION 61. Section 8550 of tbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
8550. At least 88 days prior to the election, each independent candidate (or presidential elector 
sball leave with the officer with wbom his or her nomination papers are required to be left, a 
declaration of candidacy which states all of the following: 
(a) The candidate's residence, with street and number, ifany. 
(b) That the candidate is a voter in the precinct in which he or she resides. 
(c) The name of the office for which he or she is a candidate. 
(d) That the candidate will not withdraw as a candidate before the election. 
(e) That, if elected, the candidate will qualify for the office. 
(f) That the candidate is not, and was not at any time during the 13 months preceding the 
general election at ·.vhich a candidate fur the office mentioned in the declaration of candidacy 
shall be elected, or in the. ease of an election go,*'erned by Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 
10700) of Part 6 of Di'lision 10, at any time during the three months immediately preooding the 
filing of the deelaratiofl; registered as affiliated 'mth a political party qualified under Section 
5100. The statement required by this subdi'rision shall be omitted fur a candidate for the 
presidential elector. 
The name of a candidate shall not be placed on the ballot unless the declaration of candidacy 
provided for in this section has been properly filed. 
SECTION 62. Section 8600 of tbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
8600. l!!l Every person who desires to be a write-in Candidate and bave his or her name as 
written on the ballot of an election counted for a particular office shall file: 
(a D A statement of write-in candidacy that contains the following information: 
(l- !!) Candidate's name. 
(~ !!) Residence address. 
(~ £.) A declaration stating that he or she is a write-in candidate. 
(4 !!J The title of the office for which he or she is running. 
(5) The party nomination which he or she seeks, if fUlb-Hng in a 
primary election. 
(6 rl The date of the election. 
(b 1) The requisite number of signatures on the nomination papers, if any, 
required pursuant to Sections 8062, 10220, 10510 or, in the case of a special district not subject 
to the Uniform District Election Law (part 4 (commencing with Section 10500) of Division 10), 
the number of signatures required by the principal act of the district. 
(b) Any person eligible to be a candidate (or a particular office may qualify and run as 
II write-in candidate at any election (or that office pursuant to this chapter. 
(c) Any person eligible to be a candidate (or a particulnr office may qualify and run as 
a write-in candidate at any general election (or that office. notwithstanding that such person 
may have run as a candidate or as a write-in candidate (or such office in a direct or specio.l 
voter choice open primary election immediately preceding said general election. 
(dJ Subsections fbI and (c) of this section shall not be applicable to a delegate to a 
national political party convention or to a presidential elector. This subsection is not intended 
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to restrict the application of any other write-in provisions of this Code to any delegate or 
elector. 
SECI10N 63. Section 8603 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8603. Signers of nomination papers for write-in candidates shall be voters in the district or 
political subdivision in which the ,candidate is to be voted on. In addition; if the eandidate is 
seeking a party nomination for an office, the signers shall also be effiliated Signers need not be 
registered with the any political party whose nomination is sought to be eligible to sign 
nomination papers (or any write-in candidate (or a voter-nominated office. 
SECI10N64. Section 8605 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8605. No person whose name has been written in upon a ballot for an offiCe at the direct !!!:. 
special voter choice open primary election (or a voter-nominated state elected office or federal 
elected office may have his or her name placed listed by the elections official upon the ballot as 
a candidate for that office for the ensuing general election unless one of the following is 
applicable: 
(a) At that direct or special primary he or she received for that office votes equal in 
number to 1 percent of all votes east for the office at the last preceding general election at which 
the office was filled. In the case of an office that has not appeared on the ballot since its 
creation; the requisite number of 'rotes shall equal I' percent of the number of all 'rotes east for 
the office that had the least number of votes in the most recent general election in the jurisdiction 
in which the write in candidate is seeking office. sufficient to qualifv as one of the top two vote 
getters pursuant to Section 15451. 
(b) He or she is an independent nominee pursuant to Part 2 (commencing with Section 
8300). 
(ell.) He or she has been designated by a party central committee qualified to fill a 
vacancy on the ballot for the general election pursuant to Section 8806 or Section 8807. 
SECI10N 65. Section 8802 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
8802. l'iB!J person nominated by a party at the direct primary election for a partisan office may 
be appointed to fill a ¥acancy on the general election ballot for any other partisan office, as 
provided in Section ,8806, and in that ease his or her appointment shall constitute a ¥8cancy on 
the general eleetion ballot for the office fur which he or she 'was nominated. The ¥8oancy thus 
arising shall be filled in the maf'Jler prescribed in Section 8806. 
SECI10N 66. Section 8805 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8805. fa} Whenever a candidate (or nomination (or a voter-nominated office at a primary 
election dies not less than 74 dayS be(ore the day of the election, the name of the candidate 
who has died shall be removed from the primary election ballot The elections official shall 
declare the nomination process open and shall accept nomination documents from persons 
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seeking to be listed as candidates (or that office on the primary election ballot in accordance 
with Section 8025. 
l!!l Whenever a candidate for nomination for a partisan voter-nominated office at a 
primary election dies &R--ef less than 74 davs before the day of the election, and a sufficient 
number of ballots are marked as being voted for him or her to entitle him or her to nomination if 
he or she had lived until after the primary election, a vacancy shall exists on the general election 
ballo~ which shall be filled in the manner provided in Section 8806 for filling a vacancy caused 
by the death of a candidate. 
SECflON 67. Section 8806 of tbe Elections Code is amended to read: 
8806. Vacanoies permitted to be filled may, in the case of legislative offices, be filled by the 
county central committee or committees of the party in which the .vacancy occurs, in the county 
or counties comprising the Jegislati'tre district of the deceased candidate. In the case of all other 
district or state offices requiring party nomination, except congressional offices, the vacancies 
may be filled by the state central committee of the party. 
Vacancies permitted to be filled may, in the case of congressional offices, be filled by 
those members of the state central committee of the party who reside in the congressional district 
in which the vacancy occurs, and who were registered to vote in that district at the time the 
vacancy occurred, acting together "lith the members of the county central committee or 
committees of the party residing in that congressional district. 
References in this section to state and county central committees shall be construed to 
refer to the nC".vJy elected or selected state and county central committees, unless the 
orgftflizational meetings of those committees are held in January follo .... ling the general election. 
(al Ira vacaney occurs at least 68 davs prior to the general election among the top two 
candidates nominated at the direct primary election to be listed on the ballot (or the 
succeeding general election (or a voter-nominated office, the name orthe candidate receiving 
at the direct primary election the next highest number or votes shall be listed on the general 
election ballot to (ill the vacaney. 
. fbI In the event that there is either only one candidate on the ballot (or a specific voter-
nominated office or there are two candidates who were the only candidates in the preceding 
voter choke open primary election. and a vacaney occurs 74 days or more prior to the general 
election as to a candidate who was nominated by the voters (or that office, the name or that 
candidate shall be removed rom the eneral election ballot. The elections 0 ,dal shall 
declare the nomination process open and shall accept through the 6 day IIrior to the general 
election all nomination documents from persons seeking to be listed as candidates (or that 
office on the general election ballot. In the event that any candidate receives a majority orall 
votes cast (or that office in the ensuing general election. that candidate shall be declared 
elected to the office. In the event that no candidate receives a majority o(all votes cast (or that 
office in the general election. the candidates. regardless or party registration. including 
candidates registered as "no party." who· are the top two vote getters shall be listed as the 
nominees or the voters on a special run-off election to be held not less than 63 davs and not 
more than 70 davs after the general election. The top two vote getters shall be eligible to be 
listed on the run-off election ballot regardless or party registration. including candidates 
registered as "no parly. " The name or a write-in candidate shall not be listed on the special 
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run-off dection ballot unless the write-in candidate was one of the top two vote getters in the 
general election or otherwise qualifies under Section 8605. 
(el In the event that there are two candidates on the ballot (or a specific voter-
nominated office. and a vacancy occurs less than 74 days prior to the general election as to 
either candidate nominated bv the voters (or that office. both names shall be listed on the 
general election ballot In the event that the candidate occupying the non-vacant position 
wins a mojoritv of the vote at the general election, that candidate shall be declared dected to 
that office. In the event that the candidate occupying the vacant position wins a mojority of 
the vote at the general election. that candidate shall be declared elected to the office. The 
office to which the candidate occupying the vacant position was elected shall be vacant at the 
beginning of the term (or which he or she was elected. In that event, a special election to fill 
the vacancy in the office shall be held pursuant to Part 6 (commencing with Section 10700) of 
Division 10. 
(dJ In the event that there is only one candidate on the ballot (or a specific voter-
nominated office, and a vacancy occurs less than 74 days prior to the general election as to the 
candidate who was nominated bv the voters (or that office, the name of the candidate 
occupying the vacant position shall be listed on the general election ballot In the event that 
the candidate wins a majority of the vote at the general election. that candidate shan be 
declared elected to the office. The office to which the candidate was elected shall be vacant at 
the beginning of the term (or which he or she was elected. In that event, a special election to 
fill the vacancy in the office shall be held pursuant to Part 6 (commencing with Section 10700) 
of Division 10. 
SECflON68. Section 8811 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
8811. Whenever, upon the death of any candidate, the vacancy created is filled by a party 
committee pursuant to section 8806 or section 8807, a certificate to that effect shall be fiJed 
with the officer with whom a declaration of candidacy for that office may be filed, and, upon 
payment of the filing fee applicable to the office, shall be accepted and acted upon by that officer 
as in the case of an original declaration certificate. 
SECflON69. Section 10704 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
10704. (a) A special voter choice open primary election shall be held in the district political 
subdivision in which the vacancy occurred on the eighth Tuesday or, if the eighth Tuesday is the 
day of or the day following a state holiday, the ninth Tuesday preceding the day of the special 
general election at which the vacancy is to be filled. Candidates at the special voter choice open 
primary eJection shall be nominated bv the voters in the manner set forth in Chapter 1 
(commencing with Section 8000) of Part 1 of Division 8, except that nomination papers shall not 
be circulated more than 63 days before the primary election, shall be left with the county 
elections official for examination not less than 4l 47 days before the primary election, and shall 
be filed by the county dections official with the Secretary of State not less than 39 41 days 
before the primary eJection. 
(b) Notwithstanding Section 3001, applications for absent voter ballots may be submitted 
not more than 25 days before the primary eJection, except that Section 3001 shall apply if the 
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special eJection or special voter choice open primary eJection is consolidated with a statewide 
election. Applications received by the elections official prior to the 25th day shall not be 
returned to the sender, but shall be held by the elections official and processed by him or her 
foUowing the 25th day prior to the eJection in the same manner as if received at that time. 
SECllON70. Section 10705 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
10705. (a) All candidates shall be listed on one ballot (or a particular office in a special voter 
choice open primary election and, considering any write-in candidates in such election and 
except as provided in subdivision (b), if any candidate receives a majority of all votes cast, he or 
she shall be declared elected, and no special general election shall be held. This subsection shall 
applY to multiple candidates listed on the special voter choice open primary election ballot or 
where one candidate is listed on such ballot 
(b) If only one candidate qualifies to ha'le his or her name printed on the special general 
election ballot, that candidate shall be deelared elected, and no special general eleetion shall be 
held, e'len if that candidate recehred less than a majority of the votes cast. If no candidate in a 
special voter choice open primarv election receives a majority of the votes cost, the provisions 
of section 10706 shall govern the holding ofa special general election. 
(c) Whenever a candidate for nomination bv the voters at a special voter choice open 
primary election dies after being nominated at said election, a vacancY exists which shall be 
resolved substantially in a manner consistent with the provisions pertaining to voter 
nominated offices set forth in Part 4 of Division 8, except that nomination popers shall be left 
with the county dections official for examination not less than 47 days before the special voter 
choice open primary election, and shall be filed by the county elections official with the 
Secretary of State not less than 43 doys before the election. 
(4) Any ballot, sample ballot, or voter pamphlet prepared in connection with a special 
primary or special general election shall contain the following statement on each page on 
which the political party registration status of any candidate is printetlz not smaller than 8 
point boldface type on each ballot and sample ballot and not smaller than 10 point boldface 
type in any voter pamphlet, that: "The designation of the political party registration status on 
the ballot ofa candidate for a voter-nominated office is for the voters' informational purposes 
onlv. and does not indicate that the political party with which a candidate may be registered 
has nominated that candidate or that the party necessarily agrees with or endorses that 
candidate." In addition, any such ballot, sample ballot, or voter pamphlet shall contain the 
tollowing statement once in a conspicuous manner. in the same We sizes described in this 
subsection. that: II Where the registration status of a candidate has been left blank, the party 
with which the candidate is registered has not consented to use ofpartv registration status on 
the ballot" 
SECllON.71. Section 10706 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
10706. W Ifone candidate receives a majority of the votes in a special voter choice open 
primary election. that candidate shall be declared elected If no candidate receives a majority of 
votes cast in a special voter choice open primary election as provided in Section 10705. the 
name:! of that the candidate:! of each qualified political party who receives the most are the top 
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two vote getters, 't'oles 009t for all candidates regartlless of Partv registration, including 
candidates registered as Iino Partv, " of that party (or that office at the special prinuuy election 
shall be pIooed listed on the special general election ballot as the candidate of that party 
nominees of the voters. The flame ofa 1r¥fite if! candidate shaU flot be placed Ofl the ballot umess 
be or she also meets the requiremeflts ofsubdi¥ision (a) of Section 8605. 
(b) In additiofl to the candidates referred to if! subdi¥ision (a), each candidate who has 
qualified for the ballot by reason of the if!dependent nommatiofl procedure pursuant to Part 2 
(oommencing with Section 8300) of Di¥ision 8 shall be placed on the special general eJection 
baDot as an independent candidate. However, if two or more of these candidates are reoorded Ofl 
their affida¥its of registratiofl as beiflg affiliated 'llith the same political body, omy the candidate 
with tbe greatest flUmber of votes shall be placed on the special general eJection ballot. 
SECI10N72. Section 12104 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
12104. (a) A notice designating the offices for which candidates are to be nominated shall be in 
substantially the following fonn: 
NOTICE BY SECRETARY OF STATE OF OFFICES FOR WHICH CANDIDATES 
ARE TO BE NOMINATED AT TIlE DIRECT PRIMARY 
Secretary of State 
Sacramento,_. . .J-9l!L. 
To the County Elections Official of the County of __ : 
Notice is hereby given that the offices for which candidates are to be nominated by the 
voters at the primary election to be held on the __ day of~ .J-9lfL, tegether with the names 
of the political parties qualified to participate in the election are as follows: 




Notice is aJso hereby given that at the primary election candidates are to be nominated for 
the following office: 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
Notice is aJso hereby given that at the primary election, in the county first above 
mentioned, candidates are to be nominated for any county officeS or judicial offices to which 
candidates are to be elected at the ensuing generaJ election;:. And notice is also hereby gi't'en that 
at the primary election there shall be elected in each county a county central committee for each 
political party above named pursuant to Division 7 (commencing with Section 7000) of the 
Elections Code. 
(SEAL) Secretary of State 
(b) The notice designating the" political parties qualified to participate in this election for 
nomination of candidates the purpose of selecting delegates to national political partv 
conventions at which a nominee (or President is chosen, or electing members of county 
central committees. or both. shaJl be in substantially the following form: 
NOTICE BY SECRETARY OF STATE OF POLITICAL PARTIES 
QUALIFIED TO PARTICIPATE IN TIIE DIRECT PRIMARY ELECTION 
FOR POLIDCAL PARTY POSITIONS 
Secretary of State 
Sacramento, _. -l9l{L. 
To the County Elections OfficiaJ of the County of __ : 
Notice is hereby given that the political parties quaJified to participate in this election for 
nomination of candidates to partisan office the purpose of selecting delegates to national 
political party conventions at which a nominee (or President is chosen. 0" electing members of 
county central committees in each county pursuant to Division 7 (commencing with Section 
70JO}, or both. are as follows: 
(SEAL) Secretary of State 
SECflON73. Section 12108 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
12108. In any case where this chapter requires the publication or distribution of a list of the 
names of precinct board members, or a portion of'the list, the officers charged with the duty of 
publication shaJl ascertain the name of the political party, if any, with which each precinct board 
member is affiliated registered, as shown in the affidavit of registration of that person. When the 
list is published or distributed, there shall be printed the name of the board member's party or an 
abbreviation of the name to the right of the name, or immediately below the name, of each 
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precinct board member. If a precinct board member is not affiliated registered with a political 
party, the words "No party," !Nonpartisar.," or "Decline to state" shall be printed in place of the 
party name. 
SECTION 74. Section 13102 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
131 02. (a) All voting shall be by ballot. There shall be provided, at each polling place, at each 
election at which public officers are to be voted for, but one form of voter choice open primary 
ballot for all candidates for voter-nominated office. nonpartisan public office, and measures, 
except that, for partisan primary elections, one form of party ballot shall be provided for each 
qualified political party as well as one fOnil of nonpartisan voter choice open primary ballot, in 
accordance with subdivision (b). The party ballot and the voter choice open primary ballot 
shall comply with the provisions of Section 13203. 
(b) At partisan primary elections, each voter not registered as intending to affiliate with 
anyone of the political parties participating in the election shall be furnished only a nonpartisan 
voter choice open primary ballot, unless he or she requests a ballot of a political party and that 
political party, by party rule duly noticed to the Secretary of State, authorizes a person who has 
declined to state a party affiliation designated "no party" on his or her affidavit of registration 
to vote the ballot of that political party. The nonpartisan voter choice open primary ballot shall 
contain enly the names of all candidates for voter-nominated offices, nonpartisan offices and 
measures to be voted for at the primary election. Each party ballot shall list the candidates for 
President or the members to be elected for countv central committees of that party, or both. 
Each voter registered as intending to affiliate with a political party participating in the election 
shall be furnished enly a J!.!!!:H. ballot of the political party with which he or she is registered, and 
the nonpartisan !! ballot containing candidates for voter-nominated offices. both each of which 
shall be printed together as one ballot in the form prescribed by Section 13207. Each voter shall 
also be furnished with a Local Elected Offices and Measures ballot if any. 
(c) A political party may adopt a party rule in accordance with subdivision (b) that 
authorizes a person who has declined to state a designated "no party" affiliation on their 
affidavit of registration to vote the ballot of that political party at the next ensuing partisan 
primary election. The political party shall notify the party chairman immediately upon adoption 
of that party rule. The party chairman shall provide written notice of the adoption of that ruJe to 
the Secretary of State not later than the 13Sth day prior to the partisan primary election at which 
the vote is authorized. . 
(d) At all times while Section 13102(cl is in effect and at any time when at least one 
political party chooses in its discretion to comply with the procedures provided for in this 
section. elections officials shall print in sample voter choice open primary ballots and in voter 
information guides a list of all political parties that have adopted a party rule as described in 
Section 13102(cl. In addition to this list. the elections officials shall print instructions to voters 
who have designated "no party" on their affidavits of registration informing them that they 
have the right at their option to vote, in addition to a voter choice open primary ballot, the 
ballot of a party shown on the list The instructions shall specify how such voters may obtain 
such ballots. This information shall be printed on the first page of sample voter choice open 
primary ballots and in a prominent manner in voter pamphlets, including a listing in a table of 
contents and an index if any. 
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(d !) The county elections official shall maintain a record of which political party's ballot 
was requested pursuant to subdivision (b), or whether a nonpartiS8:f1 floter choice open prillUllV 
ballot was requested, by each person who declined to state a designated "no parly" affiliation !!!! 
his or her affidavit of registration. The record shall be made available to any person or 
committee who is authorized to receive copies of the printed indexes of registration for primary 
and general elections pursuant to Section 2184. 
(e) This section shaJJ become operative on March 6,2002. 
SECflON75. Section 13103 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13103. Every ballot shaD that contai~ all any of the foIlowing shall comply with the provisions 
set (orth below: 
. (a) The title of each office, shall be arranged to conform as nearly as practicable to the 
plan set forth in this chapter. 
(b) The names of all qualified candidates shall be listed, except that: 
(1) Instead of the names of candidates for delegate to the national conventions, 
there shall be printed the names of the presidential candidates to whom they are pledged or the 
names of candidates for chairmen of party national convention delegations. 
(2) Instead of the names of candidates for presidential electors, there shall be 
printed in pairs the names of the candidates of the respective parties for President and Vice 
President of the United States. These names shall appear under the title "President and Vice 
President. " 
( c) The titles and summaries of measures submitted to vote of the voters shall be listed. 
SECflON76. Section 13105 ofthe Elections Code is amended to read: 
13105. (a) In the case of candidates for partiS8:f1f1oter~nominated office in a primary election. a 
general election, or in a special election to fiIl a vacancy in the office of Representative in 
Congress, State Senator, or Member of the Assembly, immediately to the right of and on the 
same line as the name of the candidate, or immediately below the name, if there is not sufficient 
space to the right of the name, there shall be printed in eight-point roman lowercase type either 
that (1} the candidote is registered as "No PariV." or (21 the name of the qualified political party 
that has provided consent as specified in Section 7031 with which the candidate is registered 
affiliated. 
(bIlfa political Parlv has provided consent as specified in Section 7031. the (ollowing 
words shall be printed on the ballot: "Registered as: (insert name of qualified Parlv. e.K-
Democrat, Republican or Green'. " Anv candidote using a Parlv registration designation must 
comply with the requirements ofSectWn 8001 (a' and is subject to the political Parlv'S consent 
as specified in Section 7031. Any ballot prepared in connection with an election pursuant to 
this section shall contain the (ollowing statement. not smaller than 8 point boldface type. on 
each page on which the' political' parly registration status of any candidate is printed, that: 
nThe designation of the political parly registration status on the ballot of a candidate (or a 
floter-nominated office is (or the floters' informational purposes onlv. and does not indicate 
that the political party with which a candidate may be registered has nominated that candidate 
or that the party necessarily agrees with or endorses that candidate. " 
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(c) Ifa candidate has qualified for the ballot as a voter who designated "no Partv. " the 
words "Registered as: No Party" shall be printed instead of the name of a political party in 
accordance with the above rules. Any candidate using a "no party" registration designation 
must comply with the requirements of Section 8001(c}. 
(41 If a candidate is registered with a political party and that party "does not provide 
consent as specified in Section 7031, the candidate shall not be permitted to have his or her 
Partv registration status printed on the ballot. In this case, the space in which the registration 
status of the candidate would otherwise be printed shall be left blank. Any ballot prepared in 
connection with an election pursuant to this section shall contain the following statement once 
in a conspicuous manner, not smaller than 8 point boldface type, that: "Where the registration 
status ofa candidate has been left blank, the party with which a candidate is registered has not 
consented to use of party registration status on the ballot. " 
(b !) In the case of candidates for President and Vice President, the name of the party 
(e.g., 'I Democrat, " "Republican. " or "Reform.' shaU appear to the right of and equidistant from 
the pair of names of these candidates in the same tvpe size as described in subsection (a). 
(0) If for a general election any candidate has reeeived the nomination of any additional 
party or parties, the name(s) shaD be printed to the right of the name of the CBfldidate's own 
party. Party names of a candidate shall be separated by oommas. If a candidate has qualified 
fur the ballot by virtue of an independent nomination the word "Independent" shall be printed 
instead of the name ora political party in accordance VtTith the abo'le ruJes. 
SECTION 77. Section 13109 of the Ejections Code is amended to read: 
13109. Consistent with other provisions of this code that govern the content of ballots, +the 
order of precedence of offices. political party positions. and measures on the baUot shaU be as 
listed below for those offices. political party positions, and measures that apply to the election 
for which this a particular type ofbaUot is provided. Beginning in the column to the left: 
(a) Under the heading, PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT: Nominees of the 
qualified political parties and independent nominees for President and Vice President. 
(b) Under the heading, PRESIDENT OF TIlE UNITED STATES: 
(1) Names of the presidential candidates to whom the delegates are pledged. 
(2) Names of the chairpersons of un pledged delegations. 
(It f) Under the heading, COUNTY COMMITTEE: Members of the County Central 
Committee. 
(0!lJ Under the heading, STATE: 
(1) Governor. 
(2) Lieutenant Governor. 
(3) Secretary of State. 
(4) Controller. 
(5) Treasurer. 
(6) Attorney General. 
(7) Insurance Commissioner. 
(8) Member, State Board of Equalization. 
(d!) Under the heading, UNITED STATES SENATOR: Candidates or nominees to the 
United States Senate. 
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(e J) Under the heading. UNITED STATES -REPRESENTATIVE: Candidates or 
nominees to the House of Representatives of the United States. 
(f g) Under the heading. STATE SENATOR: Candidates or nominees to the State Senate. 
(g l!) Under the heading. MEMBER OF THE STATE ASSEMBLY: Candidates or 
nominees to the Assembly. 
(i) Under the heading. JUDICIAL: 
(l) Chief Justice of California. 
(2) Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. 
(3) Presiding Justice, Court of Appeal. 
(4) Associate Justice, Court of Appeal. 
(5) Judge of the Superior Court. 
(6) Marshal. 
(j) Under the heading. SCHOOL: 
(I) Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
(2) County Superintendent of Schools. 
(3) County Board of Education Members. 
(4) College District Governing Board Members. 
(5) Unified District Governing Board Members. 
(6) High School District Governing Board Members. 
(7) Elementary District Governing Board Members. 
(k) Under the heading. COUNTY: 
(l) County Supervisor. 
, (2) Other offices in alphabetical order by the title of the office. 
(I) Under the heading, CITY: 
(I) Mayor. 
(2) Member, City Council. 
(3) Other offices in alphabetical order by the title of the office. 
(m) Under the heading. DISTRICT: Directors or trustees for each district in alphabetical 
order according to the name of the district. 
(n) Under the heading. MEASURES SUBMITTED TO THE VOTERS and the 
appropriate heading from subdivisions (a) through (m), above, ballot measures in the order, state 
through district shown above, and within each jurisdiction, in the order prescribed by the official 
certifYing them for the ballot. 
(0) In order to allow for the most efficient use of space on the ballot in counties that use a 
voting system, as defined in Section 362, the county elections official may vary the order of 
subdivisions (j), (k), (I), (m), and (n) as well as the order of offices within these subdivisions. 
However, the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction shall always precede any school, 
county, or city office, and state measures shall always precede local measures. 
SECTION 78. Section 13110 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13110. The group of names of candidates for any partisan voter-nominated office or 
nonpartisan office shall be the same on the ballots of all voters entitled to vote for candidates for 
that office;:. except that in partisan In direct primary elections involving fa) in any year which is 
evenly divisible by the number (our. delegates to national political party conventions at which 
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a nominee (or President is chosen or (h) nominees (or the party's countv central committee 
members, the names of candidates fur nomination to partisan office such candidates (or 
President or members. or both. shall appear only on the /!!!!:11!. ballots of the respective political 
party; the nomination of which they seek. 
SECI10N79. Section 13111 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13111. Consistent with other provisions of this code that govern the content of ballots, 
~didates for each office and political party position shall be printed on the ballot in 
accordance with the following rules: 
(a) The names of presidential candidates to whom candidates for delegate to the national 
convention are pledged, and the names of chairpersons of groups of candidates for delegate 
expressing no preference, shall be arranged on the primary eJection ballot by the Secretary of 
State by the names of the candidates in accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for 
in Section 13112 in the case of the ballots for the First Assembly District. Thereafter, for each 
succeeding Assembly district, the name appearing first in the last preceding Assembly district 
shall be placed last, the order of the other names remaining unchanged. 
(b) The names of the pairs of candidates for President and Vice President shall be 
arranged on the general election ballot by the Secretary of State by the names of the candidates 
for President in accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112 in the 
case of the ballots for the First Assembly District. Thereafter, for each succeeding Assembly 
district, the pair appearing first in the last preceding Assembly district shall be placed last, the 
order of the other pairs remaining unchanged. 
( c) In the case of all other offices, the candidates for which are to be voted on throughout 
the state, the Secretary of State shall arrange the names of the candidates for the office in 
accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112 for the First 
Assembly District. Thereafter, for each succeeding Assembly district, the name appearing first 
in the last preceding Assembly district shall be placed last, the order of the other names 
remaining unchanged. 
(d) If the office is that of Representative in Congress or member of the State Board of 
Equalization, the Secretary of State shall arrange the names of candidates for the office in 
accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112 for that 
Assembly district that has the lowest number of all the Assembly districts in which candidates 
are to be voted on. Thereafter, for each succeeding Assembly district in which the candidates are 
to be voted on, the names appearing first in the last preceding Assembly district shall be placed 
last, the order of the other names remaining unchanged. 
(e) If the office is that of State Senator or Member of the Assembly, the county elections 
official shall arrange the names of the candidates for the office in accordance with the 
randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112, unless the district 
encompasses more than one county, in which case the arrangement shall be made pursuant to 
subdivision (i). 
(f) If the office is to be voted upon wholly within, but not throughout, one county, as in 
the case of municipal, district, county supervisor, and county central committee offices, the 
official responsible for conducting the election shall determine the order of names in accordance 
with the randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112. 
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(g) If the office is to be voted on throughout a single county, and there are not more than 
four Assembly districts wholly or partly in the county, the county elections official shall 
determine the order of names in accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for in 
Section 13112 for the first supervisorial district. Thereafter, for each succeeding supervisorial 
district, the name appearing first for each office in the last preceding supervisorial district shall 
be placed last, the order of the other names remaining unchanged. 
(h) If there are five or more Assembly districts wholly or partly in the county, an identical 
procedure shall be followed, except that rotation shall be by Assembly district, commencing with 
the Assembly district which has the lowest number. 
(i) Except as provided in subdivision (d) of Section 13112, if the office is that of State 
Senator or Member of the Assembly, and the district includes more than one county, the county 
elections official in each county shall conduct a drawing of the letters of the alphabet, pursuant to 
the same procedures specified in Section 13112. The results of the drawing shall be known as a 
county randomized ballot and shall be used only to arrange the names of the candidates when the 
district includes more than one county. 
(j) If the office is that of Justice of the California Supreme Court or a court of appeal, the 
appropriate elections officials shall arrange the names of the candidates for the office in 
accordance with the randomized alphabet as provided for in Section 13112. However, the names 
of the judicial candidates shall not be rotated among the applicable. districts. 
(kJ All candidates who are listed on ballots and sample ballots. other than party ballots. 
shall not be arranged or grouped by political Partv registration status or any other category, 
except the office sought. and shall be organized randomly as provided in this section. 
SECTION 80. Section 13203 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13203. Across the top of the ballot shall be printed in heavy-faced gothic capital type not 
smaller than 30-point, the words "OFFICIAL BALLOT." However, if the ballot is no wider than 
a single column, the words "OFFICIAL BALLOT' may be as small as 24-point. Beneath this 
heading, in the case of a partisan primary election, shall be printed in IS-point boldface gothic 
capital type the official party designation. coupled with the word "BALLOT,{e.g. 
LIBERTARIAN PARTY BALLOn" or the words ''NONPARTIS.<\N VOTER CHOICE OPEN 
PRIMARY BALLOT' as applicable. Beneath the heading line or lines, there shall be printed, in 
boldface type as large as the width of the ballot makes possible, the number of the congressional, 
Senate, and Assembly district, the name of the county in which the ballot is to be voted, and the 
date of the election. In the case ofa separate ballot printed as proVided in Sections 359.3(b) 
and 13230, the words "LOCAL ELECTED OFFICES AND MEASURES BALLOT" shall be 
printed in 1IJ..point boldface gothic capital type beneath the words "OFFICIAL BALLOT" in 
the heading. 
SECTION 81. Section 13206 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13206. (a) On the partisan each ballot used in a direct primary eJection, immediately below the 
instructions to voters, there shall be a box one-half inch high enclosed by a heavy-ruled line the 
same as the borderline. This box shall be as long as there are columns for the partisan !!!1!!L 
choice open primary ballot and shall be set directly above these columns. Within the box shall 
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be printed in ,24-point boldface gothic capital type the words "Partisan Voter-Nominated 
Offices." 
(b) The same style of box described in subdivision (a) shall also appear over the columns 
of the nonpartisan part of the ballot and within the box in the same style and point size of type 
shall be printed "Nonpartisan Offices." 
(d Any ballot prepared in connection with a direct primary election shall contain the 
following statement. not smaller than 8 point boldface trpe, on each page ofa ballot on which 
the political party registration status of any candidate is printed, that: "The designation of the 
political party registration status on the ballot of a candidate (or a voter-nominated office is 
for the voters' inforltUllional purposes onlv. and does not indicate that the political party with 
which a candidnte lIUly be registered has nominated that candidate or that the party 
necessarily agrees with or endorses that candidate. " In addition, any such ballot shall contain 
the following statement once in a conspicuous IIUlnner, not smaller than 8 point boldface type, 
that: "Where the registration status of a candidnte has been left blank, the party with which 
the candidnte is registered has not consented to use ofpW registration status on the ballot. " 
SECI10N82. Section 13207 oftbe Ejections Code is amended to read: 
13207. (a) There shall be printed on the ballot in parallel columns all ofthe following: 
(1) The respective offices. 
(2) The names of candidates with sufficient blank spaces to aI]ow the voters to 
write in names not printed on the ballot. 
(3) Whatever measures have been submitted to the voters. 
(b) In the case of a J!!!!:!£. ballot which is intended for use in a paFty primary aOO which 
carries lists both partisan candidates (or president and members to be elected to a countr 
central committee offices and nonpartisan offices, a vertical solid black line shall divide the 
columns containing partisan offices, candidntes (or president on the left, from the columns 
containing nonpartisan offices county central committee member candidates on the right. 
(d In the case of a voter choice open primary ballot, a vertical solid black line shall 
divide the columns containing candidntes (or voter-nominated offices. on the left, from the 
columns containing candidntes for nonpartisan offices, to the right of the columns containing 
. the candidntes for voter-nominated offices. 
(d) Any measures that are to be submitted to the voters on a ballot shall be printed in one 
or more parallel columns to the right of the columns containing the names of candidates and shall 
be of sufficient width to contain the title and summary of each measure. To the right of each title 
and summary shall be printed, on separate lines, the words "Yes" and "No." 
(c !) The standard width of columns oontaining partisan and nonpartisan offices shall be 
three inches, but aa eJections official may vary the width of these columns up to 10 percent more 
or less than the three-inch standard. However, the column containing presidential and vice 
presidential candidates may be as wide as four inches. 
(0 Any ballot prepared in connection with a general election shall contain the 
(ollowing statement, not smaller than 8 point boldface type, on each page on which the 
political party registration status of any candidnte is printed, that: "The designation of the 
political party registration status on the ballot of a candidate for a voter-nominated office is 
(or the voters' in(orltUllional purposes only, and does not indicate that the political party with 
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which a candidate may be registered has nominated that candidate or that the IJI1TIE. 
necessarily agrees with or endorses that candidate." In addition. the ballot shall contain the 
following statement once in a conspicuous manner, not smaller than 8 point boldface trpe. 
that: IIWhere the registration status of a candidate has been left blank, the party with which 
the candidate is registered has not consented to use of party registration status on the ballot" 
SECI10N 83. Section 13208 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13208. (a) In the right-hand margin of each column light vertical lines shall be printed in such a 
way as to create a voting square after the name of each candidate for partisan voter-nominated 
office, (or nonpartisan office (except for justice of the Supreme Court or court of appeal), (or 
President and VICe President, (or countr central committee member candidates, or for 
chairman of a group of candidates for delegate to a national convention who express no 
preference for a presidential candidate. In the case of Supreme Court or appellate justices and in 
the case of measures submitted to the voters, the lines shall be printed so as to create voting 
squares to the right of the words "Yes" and "No." The voting squares shall be used by the vofers 
to express their choices as provided for in the instruction to voters. 
(b) The standard voting square shall be at least three-eighths of an inch square but may be 
up to one-half inch square. Voting squares for measures may be as tall as is required by the 
space occupied by the title and summary. 
SECI10N 84. Section 13217 or the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13217. The number on each ballot shall be the same as that on the corresponding stub, and the 
ballots and stubs shall be numbered consecutively in each county, or the ballots and stubs may be 
numbered consecutively within each combination of congressional, senatorial, and Assembly 
districts in each county. In a partisan primary election; the sequence of numbers on the official 
ballots and stubs for each party within each county, or within each political subdi·,rision in each 
county, shall begin with the number 1. 
SECI10N 85. Section 13230 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13230. (a) If the county elections official determines that, due to the number of candidates and 
measures that must be printed on the ballot, the ballot will be larger than may be conveniently 
handled, the county elections official may provide that a nonpartisan separate ballots, containing 
non statewide nonpartisan offices and non statewide measures (or submission to the wters, 
shall be given to each partisan voter, together with his or ber partisan ballot;:. Statewide 
nonpartisan offices and statewide measures shall at all times be included on the voter choice 
open primary ballot or general election ballot and that the The separate ballot, if any. shall be 
titled with the heading: "LOCAL ELECI'ED OFFICES AND MEASURES BALLOT." 
material appearing under the· heading "Nonpartisan Offices" on partisan ballots, as weD as the 
heading itself, shall be omitted from the partisan ballots. All material appearing regarding non 
statewide measures shall be omitted from the voter choice open primary ballots or general 
election ballots and shall be placed on separate ballots under the heading of IINon Statewide 
Measures." In addition to the voter choice open primary ballots and the separate ballots, a 
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voter shall be given a separate partv ballot, as defined in section 337, which the voter is entitled 
to receive pursuant to Section 13102(b). 
(b) If the county elections official so provides, the procedure prescribed for the handling 
and canvassing of ballots shall be modified to the extent necessary to permit the use of~ three 
ballots by partiSElft voters. The county ejections official may, in this case, order the seeond local 
elected offices and measures ballot:! to be printed on paper of a different tint, and assign to those 
ballots numbers higher than those assigned to the party ballots containing political party 
positions or to the voter choice open primary ballots containing partisan voter-nominated 
offices. 
(c) "Partisan 't'oters," for For purposes of this section, voters entitled to vote a ttparty 
Ballot" includes persons who have deelined to state a party afiiliation designated "no parlv" on 
their aftidgvits of registration, but who have chosen to vote the ballot of a political party as 
authorized by that party's rules duly noticed to the Secretary of State. 
SECI10N86. Section 13232 of the Elections Code is hereby repealed: 
13232. Notwithstanding any other provision of Jaw, for the purpose of conducting the 
Democratio Party Presidential Primary Election, the Secretary of State may, if it is reasonably 
necessary to aocommodate the limitations of a ·/oter system or '/ote tabulating device, authorize 
the county elections officia1s to do any or all of the foUowing: 
(a) Vary the order of any office or measure listed ia Section 13109, with the exception of 
President of the United States, United States Representative, State Senator, Member of the 
Assembly, and judicial offices. 
(b) Place any office listed ia Section 13109 on a seoond ballot; .. vith the exception of 
United States Representative, State Senator, Member of the State Assembly, judicial offices, 
County Superintendent of Schools, County Board of Education Members, and county officers. 
(0) Place any ba1lot measure, other than a state measure, on a separate ballot. 
SECI10N87. Section 13261 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13261. (a) Each ballot card shall have two stubs attached. The stubs shall be separated from 
the ballot card and from each other by perforated lines so that they may be readily detached. 
(b) (l) One stub shall have the serial ballot number printed on it, and shall be detached 
from the remainder of the ballot before it is handed to the voter. 
(2) The second stub shall have printed on it all ofthe following: 
(A) The same ballot serial number. 
(B) The words "This ballot stub shall be removed and retained by the 
voter." 
(C) The words "OFFICIAL BALLOT" in uppercase boldface type no 
smaller than 12 point. 
(0) In primary elections, the party name coupled with the word 
uBALLOT," e.g., "Democratic Party," t'DEMOCRATIC PARTY BALLOT." ef' the words 
"Nonpartisan Ballot," t'VOTER CHOICE OPEN PRIMARY BALLOT," or the words 
"LOCAL ELECTED OFFICES AND MEASURES BALLOT. " as applicable. 
(E) The name of the county. 
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(F) The date of the election. 
(G) Where not otherwise provided, instructions to the voter on how to 
mark the baUot with the marking device, how to vote for a candidate 
whose name is not printed on the baUot, and how to secure an 
addition31 b31lot card if the b31lot card is spoiled or marked 
erroneously. 
(3) If the information listed in subparagraphs (A) to (G), inclusive, of paragraph 
(2) must 31so appear in one or more languages other than English under the provisions of the 
feder31 Voting Rights Act of 1965 as extended by Public Law 94-73, and there is insufficient 
room for aU the information to be set forth in aU the required languages while at the same time 
appearing in a type size sufficiently large to be readable, the offici31 in charge of the election 
may delete information set forth in subparagraphs (E) and (F) of paragraph (2), in the order 
list~, until there is sufficient room. 
( c) In addition to the instructions to voters printed on the baUot or baUot stub, there shaU 
be displayed in each voting booth instructions to voters substantiaUy in the same form and 
wording as appears on paper b31lots. 
l!!1. Precinct numbers may 31so be placed on the b31lot. 
SECTION 88. Section 13262 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13262. (a) The b31lot sh31l contain the same materi31 as to candidates and measures, and shaU be 
printed in the same order as provided for paper baUots, and may be arranged in paraUeJ columns 
on one or more baUot cards as required, except that the column in which the voter marks his or 
her choices may be at the left of the names of candidates and the designation of measures. 
(b) If there are a greater number of candidates for an office or for a party nomination.!f 
the voters in a voter choice open pri1tUl!V election for an office than the number whose names 
can be placed on one pair of facing baUot pages, a series of overlaying pages printed only on the 
same, single side shaU be used, and the b31lot shaU be clearly marked to indicate that the list of 
candidates for the office is continued on the foUowing page or pages. If the names of candidates 
for the office are not required to be rotated, they shaU be rotated by groups of candidates in a 
manner so that the name of each candidate sh311 appear on each page of the baUot in 
approximately the same number of precincts as the names of 311 other candidates. 
(c) Space shaU be provided on the baUot or on a separate write,.in baUot to permit voters 
to write in names not printed on the baUot when authorized by law. The size of the voting square 
and the spacing of the materi31 may be varied to suit the conditions imposed by the use ofbaUot 
cards, provided the size of the type is not reduced below the minimum size requirements set forth 
in Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 13100). 
(d) The statement of measure submitted to the voters may be abbreviated if necessary on 
the baUot, provided that each and every statement of measures on that b31lot is abbreviated. 
Abbreviation of matters to be voted on throughout the state shaU be composed by the Attorney 
Gener31. . 
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SECTION 89. Section 13300 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13300. (a) By at least 29 days before the primary, each county elections official shall prepare !! 
separate sample J!.!!!:tY. ballots for each political party" aM a separate sample nonpartiS8Jl !!!!!Z. 
choice open primary ballot, and if applicable a local elected offices and measures ballot. 
placing thereon in as applicable (or each ease respective trpe of ballot in the order provided in 
Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 13100), and under the appropriate title of each office, the 
names of all candidates seeking voter-nominated offices, political PW positions, or statewide 
nonpartisan offices for whom nomination papers have been duly filed with him or her or have 
been certified to him or her by the Secretary of State to be voted for in his or her county at the 
primary election. local nonpartisan offices, and measures. The elections official shall list on 
ballots and sample ballots, (Or all voter-nominated offices, the names of all candidates 
organized randomlv as provided in Chapter '1 (commencing with Section 13100) of Division 
13. 
(h) All candidates who are listed on ballots and sample baUots, other than PW 
ballots, shall not be arranged or grouped bv political PW registration status or any other 
category, except the office sought, and shall be organized randomlv as provided in Chapter '1 
of Division 13. 
(b £.) The sample ballot! shall be identical to the official ballots, except as otherwise 
provided by law. The sample ballots shall be printed on paper of a different texture from the 
paper to be used for the official ballOt!. 
(0 !l) One sample voter choice open primary ballot. one sample party ballot of the 
political party fa with which the voter belongs, is registered. and if applicable one sample local 
elected offices and measures ballot, 8:5 e>lideneed by his or her registration; shall be mailed to 
each voter entitled to vote at the primary .. who registered at least 29 days prior to the election.. not 
more than 40 nor less than 10 days before the election. A nonpartisan sample voter choice open 
primary ballot and if applicable a sample local elected offices and measures ballot, shall be so 
mailed to each voter who is not registered 8:5 intending to affiliate with any of the parties 
participating in the primary election, provided that on election day any such person may, upon 
request, vote the J!.!!!:tY. ballot of a political party if authorized by the party's rules, duly noticed to 
the Secretary of State. 
(e) The countr elections o(ficioJ mav prepare sample ballot pamphlets in a manner that 
maximizes printing and mailing efficiencies. such as the combining of a separate political 
PW ballot trpe with a separate voter choice open primary ballot type in one s!!!nple ballot 
pamphlet. provided that the separate nature of each ballot type is clearly delineated and 
preserved. 
(fJ Anv sample ballot prepared in connection with a direct primary election shall 
contain the (Ollowing statement. not smaller than 8 point boldface type. on each page on 
which the political PW registration status of an V candidate is printed, that: liThe designation 
of the political PW registration status on the ballot of a candidate (Or a voter-nominated 
office is (Or the voters' in(Ormational purposes only. and does not indicate that the political 
PW with which a candidate may be registered has nominated that candidate or that the PW 
necessarily agrees with or endorses that candidate." In addition, the sample ballot shall 
contain the (OUowing statement once in a conspicuous manner, not smaller than 8 point 
boldface type, that: "Where the registration status ofa candidate has been left blank. the PW 
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with which the candidate is registered has not consented to use of party registration status on 
the ballot" 
SECI10N90. Section 13302 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13302. The county elections official shall forthwith submit the sample I!.!!I!J!. ballot of each 
political party to the chairperson of the county central committee of that party, and shall mail a 
copy of the respective ballot to each candidate for whom nomination papers have been fi1ed in 
his or her office or whose name has been certified to him or her by the Secretary of State, to the 
post office address as given in the nomination paper or certification. The county elections 
official shall post a copy of each sample ballot in a conspicuous place in his or her office. 
SECI10N91. Section 13312 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
13312. Each voter's pampWet prepared pursuant to Section 13307 shall contain a statement in 
the heading of the first page in heavy-faced gothic type, not smaller than 10-point, that: (a), the 
pampWet does not contain a complete list of candidates and that a complete list of candidates 
appears on the sample ballot (if any candidate is not listed in the pampWet)i. , and that (b), each 
candidate's statement in the pampWet is volunteered by the candidate, and (if printed at the 
candidate's expense) is printed at his or her expense:j (d, explains in a clear manner to the 
voter the concept ofa voter choice open primarv involving voter-nominated offices,' (d), "The 
designation of the political party registration status on the ballot of a candidate for a voter-
nominated office is for the voters' informational purposes onlv. and does not indicate that the 
political party with which a candidate may be registered has nominated that candidate or that 
the PW necessarily agrees with or endorses that candidate;" and (e) IIWhere the registration 
status of the candidate has been left blank, the party with which the candidate is registered has 
not consented to use of party registration status on the ballot" 
SECI10N92. Section 14102 ofthe Elections Code is amended to read: 
14102. (a) (1) For each statewide election, the elections official shall provide a sufficient 
number of official ballots in each precinct to reasonably meet the needs of the voters in that 
precinct on election day. using the precinct's voter turnout history as the criterion, but in no case 
shall this number be less than 75 percent of registered voters in the precinct, and for absentee and 
emergency purposes shall provide the additional number of ballots that may be necessary. 
(2) The number of party ballots to be furnished to any precinct for a primary 
election shall be computed from the number of voters registered in that precinct &5 intending to 
affiliate with a party, and the number of nonpartisan voter choice open primary ballots to be 
furnished to any precinct shall be computed from the number of voters registered in that precinct 
with a party or as Iino party." without statement of intention to affiliate 'lAth any of the parties 
participating in the primary ejection. 
(b) For all other elections, the elections official shall provide a sufficient number of 
official ballots in each precinct to reasonably meet the needs of the voters in that precinct on 
election day. using the precinct's voter turnout history as the criterion, but in no case shall this 
number be less than 75 percent of the number of registered voters in the precinct, and for 
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absentee and emergency purposes shaU provide the additional number of baUots that may be 
necessary. 
SECTION 93. Section 15104 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
15104. (a) The processing of absentee ballot return envelopes, and the processing and counting 
of absentee baUots shaU be open to the public, both prior to and after the election. 
(b) Any member of the county grand jury, and at least one member each of the 
Republican county central committee, the Democratic county central committee, and of any 
other party with a candidate registered with the Partv on the ballot, and any other interested 
organization, shaU be permitted to observe and challenge the manner in which the absentee 
baUots are handled, from the processing of absentee baUot return envelopes through the counting 
and disposition of the baUots. 
(c) The elections official shall notify absentee voter observers and the public at least 48 
hours in advance of the dates, times, and places where absentee ballots will be processed and 
counted. 
(d) Absentee voter observers shall be allowed sufficiently close access to enable them to 
observe and chaUenge whether those individuals handling absentee baUots are foUowing 
established procedures, including all of the following: . 
(1) Verifying signatures and addresses by comparing them to voter registration 
infonnation. 
(2) Duplicating accurately any damaged or defective baUots. 
(3) Securing absentee ballots to prevent any tampering with them before they are 
counted on election day. 
(e) No absentee voter observer shall interfere with the orderly processing of absentee 
ballot return envelopes or processing and counting of absentee baUots, including touching or 
handling of the baUots. 
SECTION 94. Section 15151 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
15151. (a) The elections official shall transmit the semifinal official results to the Secretary of 
State in the manner and according to the schedule prescribed by the Secretary of State prior to 
each election, for the following: 
(1) All candidates voted for statewide office. 
(2) All candidates voted for the folJowing offices: 
(A) State Assembly. 
(B) State Senate. 
(C) Member of the United States House of Representatives. 
(D) Member of the State Board of Equalization. 
(E) Justice of the Court of Appeals. 
(3) A1J persons voted for at the presidential primary or for electors of President 
and Vice President of the United States. The results at the presidential primary for candidates for 
President to whom delegates of a political party are pledged shaU be reported according to the 
number of votes each candidate received from all voters and separately according to the number 
of votes each candidate received from voters· affiliated registered with each political party 
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qualified to participate in the presidential primary election, and from voters who have declined fa 
affiliate with designated ilno party" instead of a qualified political party on their affidavits of 
registration. The elections official shall adopt procedures required to tabulate the l!.!!!!1. baUots 
separately by party affiliation registration. 
(4) Statewide baUot measures. 
(b) The elections official shal1 transmit the results to the Secretary of State at intervals no 
greater than two hours, fol1owing commencement of the semifinal official canvass. 
(c) Except (or the results specified in subsection (a)O), the elections official shall 
tabulate and transmit all election results specified in this section according to the actuol 
numericall'Ote count according to the appropriate politicol subdivision. such os precinct or 
district. or according to the type of ballot, such os absentee bollot The elections o(fkial shall 
not. (or any purposes whatsoever, otherwise tabulate votes separately by any other categories 
including party registration. . 
SECTION 95. Section 15375 of the EleCtions Code is amended to read: 
15375. l!!1. The elections official shall send to the Secretary of State within 35 days of the 
election in the manner requested one complete copy of all results as to all of the following: 
(a D All candidates voted for statewide office. 
(b l) All candidates voted for the following offices: 
(1- !D Member of the Assembly. 
(;!li) Member of the Senate. 
(3- £) Member of the United States House of Representatives. 
(4!!J Member of the State Board of Equalization. 
(~ rl Justice ofthe Court of Appeal. 
(e [) Judge of the superior court. 
(+ g) Judge of the municipal court. 
(e l) All persons voted for at the presidential primary. The results for aU persons 
voted for at the presidential primary for delegates to national conventions shan be canvassed and 
shaU be sent within 28 days after the election. The results at the presidential primary for 
candidates for President to whom delegates of a political party are pledged shan be reported 
according to the number of votes each candidate received from an voters and separately 
according to the number of votes each candidate received from voters affiliated registered with 
each political party qualified to participate in the presidential primary election, and from voters 
who have declined to affiliate with designated "no party" instead of a qualified political party 
on their affidavits ofredstrotion. 
(d {) The vote given for persons for electors of President and Vice President of 
the United States. The results for presidential electors shan be endorsed "Presidential Election 
Returns." 
(e D All statewide measures. 
(h) Except (or results specified in subsections (0)(3) and (0)(4). the elections official 
sholl tobulate and transmit 011 election results specified in this section according to the actual 
numerical vote count according to the appropriate political subdivision. such os precinct or 
district. or according to the tvpe of ballot, such os absentee ballot The elections official sholl 
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not. (or any purposes whatsoever. otherwise tabulate votes separatelY by any other categories 
including party registration. 
SECTION 96. Section 15450 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
15450. -A Except as provided in Section 15451. a plurality of the votes given at any election 
shaU constitute a choice where not otherwise directed in the California Constitution, provided 
that it shall be competent in all charters of cities, counties, or cities and counties framed under 
the authority of the California Constitution to provide the manner in which their respective 
elective officers may be elected and to prescribe a higher proportion of the vote therefor. 
SECTION 97. Section 15451 of the Elections Coded is amended to read: 
15451.l!!1 The person caridi dates. regardless of party registration. including candidates 
registered as "no party" who reeeivesJhe highest number of'/otes are the top two vote getters at 
a direct voter choice open primary election (or a voter-nominated office as the eandidate of a 
political party for the nomination to an office is shall be the nominee{U of that party the voters 
(or that office at the ensuing general election. Under no circumstances shall any candidate be 
elected outright to any o(fice under this section in a direct voter choice open prim.ary election. 
In the event that there is only one candidate listed on the direct voter choice open prim.ary 
election ballot (or nomination to any voter-nominated office. then such candidate shall be 
. listed as the nominee of the voters (or a vote at the ensuing general election. For purposes of 
this section. the word "plurality" shall encompass the choice bv the voters of the single 
candidate or the top two vote-getting candidates. regardless of party registration. including 
candidates registered as IIno party." who are specified as being entitled to be listed on a 
general election ballot as a result of being nominated by the voters at a direct voter choice 
open primary election. . 
U!.I The candidate who receives a majority of the votes cast at a special voter choice 
open prim.ary election. as provided in Section 10705. or the candidate who receives a majority 
of the votes cast at a special general election, as provided in Section 10706. shall be elected to 
the particular office at that special election. 
lC} The candidates who are the top two vote getters at a special voter choice open 
priltUllJ' election. regardless of party registration. including candidates registered as IIno 
pam." where no candidate has received a majoritv of the votes cast at such election as 
provided in subsection (b). shall be the nominees of the voters. These candidates shall be listed 
on the ballot at the ensuing special general election in accordance with Section 10706. 
SECTION 98. Section 15452 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
15452. The person candidate who receives a plurality of the votes cast for any office is ejected 
or nominated to that office in any election, except: 
(a) An election for which different provision is made by any city or county charter. 
(b) A municipal election for which different provision is made by the laws under which 
the city is organized. 
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(c) The election of local officials in primary elections as specified in Article 8 
(commencing with Section 8140) of Part 1 of Division 8. 
ft!) The nomination of any candidate by the voters in any direct voter choice open 
prinwry election (or voter-nominated offices, as provided in Section 15451 (a). 
fe) The election of any candidate by the voters in any special voter choice open election 
(or voter-nominated offices. as provided in Sectionl 5451 fb). 
lO The nomination of any candidate by the voters in any special voter choice open 
prinwry election (or voter-nominated offices. as provided in Section 15451 (c). 
SECflON99. Sedion 19301 of the Elections Code is amended to read: 
19301. A voting machine shall provide in the general election for grouping under the name of 
the office to be voted on, all the candidates for the office with the designation of the parties, if 
any, by with which they were each candidate is respectively nominated registered. The 
designation may be by usual or reasonable abbreviation of party names (or all candidates (or all 
offices, with the words "Registered as:" also appearing immediately be(ore each Partv name 
(or all candidates (or voter-nominated offices. Any candidate using a political Partv 
registration designation must comply with the requirements of Section 8001(a) and is subject 
to the political Partv's consent as specified in Section 7031. If a candidate has qualified (or 
the ballot as a voter who designates IIno partv." the words 'I Registered as: No Party" shall be 
printed instead of the name of a political party in accordance with the above rules. Any 
candidate using a registration designation of "no party" must comply with the requirements of 
Section 8001 (c). If a candidate is registered with a political party and that party does not 
provide consent as specified in Section 7031! the candidate shall not be permitted to hove his 
or her party registration status printed on the ballot In this case, the space in which the 
registration status ofa candidate would otherwise be printed shall be left blank. 
SECflON 100. Broad Construction. 
This act shall be broadly construed and applied in order to fully promote its underlying 
purposes and to be consistent with the United States Constitution and the California Constitution. 
If any provision of this act conflicts directly or indirectly with any other provision of law, or any 
other statute previously enacted by the Legislature, those other provisions shall be null and void 
to the extent that they are inconsistent with this act, and are hereby repealed. 
SECflON 101. Amendment of Act 
(a) Except as provided in subdivisions (b) and (c), no provision of this act may be 
amended except by a Constitutional amendment or statute, as appropriate, that becomes effective 
only when approved by the electorate. 
(b) The Legislature may amend Elections Code Sections 2150, 2151(a), 2152, 2154, 
2155, 2185, 2187, 3006, 3007.5, 3205, 5000, 5100, 8oo1(a) and (b), 8022, 8025, 8040 (a) and 
(b), 8041, 8062(a), 8106, 8121, 8124, 8125, 8148, 8150, 8300, 8302, 8400, 8403, 8404, 8409, 
8451,8454, 8811, 12104, 12108, 13103, 13105(e), 13109, 13111(a)-(j), 13203, 13206(a) and (b), 
13207(a)-(e), 13208, 13217, 13230, 13261, 13262, 13300(a), (c) and (d), 13302, 14102, 15104, 
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15151(a) and (b), 15375(a), and 19301 to effect technical changes only and that are not 
inconsistent with the purposes of this Act. 
(c) Nothing in this Act is intended to and shall not be construed to alter or to limit the 
existing power of the Legislature to alter existing law governing the means by which political 
parties either select delegates to national political party conventions at which a party nominee for 
President is chosen, or elect or select members of political party state and county central 
committees, or both. 
SECTION 102. Conflicting BaDot Measures 
(a) In the event that this measure and another measure or measures relating to direct 
primary elections, special primary elections or general elections in this state shall appear on the 
same statewide election ballo~ the provisions of the other measures that would affect in whole or 
in part the field of such primary elections or general elections, or both, shall be deemed to be in 
. conflict with this measure. In the event that this measure shall receive. a greater number of 
affinnative votes, the provisions of this measure shall prevail in their entirety and the provisions 
of the other measure or measures shall be null and void in their entirety. In the event that the 
other measure or measures shall receive a greater number of affirmative votes, the provisions of 
this measure shall take effect to the extent permitted by law. 
(b) If this measure is approved by voters but superseded by any other conflicting ballot 
measure approved by the voters at the same election, and the conflicting ballot measure is later 
held invalid, this measure shall be self-executing and given full force oflaw. 
SECTION 103. Severability 
If any provision of this act or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is 
held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act that can be 
given effect in the absence of the invalid provision or application. To this end, the provisions of 
this act are severable. 
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